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Povzetek
Naslov: Volumetrično sledenje poti z uporabo programskega vmesnika Vul-
kan
Sodobni nizko režijski grafični aplikacijski vmesniki, kot je Vulkan, omogo-
čajo razvijalcem več nadzora nad grafično strojno opremo, vendar jih je po-
sledično precej bolj zahtevno uporabljati. V tem delu predstavimo ogrodje,
ki omogoča enostavneǰsi razvoj Vulkan aplikacij in ponuja številne funkci-
onalnosti, ki so bile prisotne v preǰsnjih grafičnih aplikacijskih vmesnikih,
kot na primer vpogled v senčilnike in upravljanje s pomnilnikom. Nadgra-
dili smo obstoječe implementacije upodabljanja s sledenjem poti na CPE,
GPE in s pomočjo Nvidiine platforme RTX. Slednji dve implementaciji upo-
rabljata naše ogrodje za lažji razvoj Vulkan aplikacij. Implementirali smo
dva svetlobna razpršitvena modela, osnovnega, ki združuje Lambertov re-
flekcijski model in odsevni razpršitveni model, ter večkratno razprševalni
mikro-površinski model. Za konec smo našim GPE in RTX implementa-
cijam sledenja poti dodali podporo za oddaljeno upodabljanje. V sklopu
analize smo primerjali naša razpršitvena modela, performančno ovrednotili
implementacije sledenja poti in naredili performančno analizo oddaljenega
upodabljanja.
Ključne besede
Vulkan, upodabljanje, sledenje poti, BRDF, BSDF, mikro-površine, večkratno
razprševanje, oddaljeno upodabljanje

Abstract
Title: Volumetric path-tracing using the Vulkan API
Modern low overhead graphics APIs such as Vulkan give the develop-
ers more control over the graphical hardware. However, this also makes
them significantly more complex to use. In this work, we present a Vulkan
abstraction framework that aims to simplify the development of Vulkan ap-
plications. Additionally, it provides many functionalities that were present
in previous APIs, such as shader reflection and memory management. We
upgraded three existing path tracing implementations for the CPU, GPU,
and using the Nvidia RTX platform, where the latter two implementations
use our Vulkan abstraction framework. For the path tracers, we have imple-
mented two scattering models, a basic one that combines Lambertian BRDF
and specular BSDF and a multiple-scattering microfacet model. As a final
part of our work, we have added support for remote rendering to our GPU
and RTX path tracing renderers. For analysis, we compared our two scat-
tering models, benchmarked our path tracer implementations and evaluated
the performance of the remote rendering.
Keywords
Vulkan, rendering, path tracing, BRDF, BSDF, microfacets, multiple scat-
tering, remote rendering
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Razširjeni povzetek
V računalnǐski grafiki je upodabljanje postopek izdelave slike iz opisa dvo-
dimenzionalnih (2D) ali tridimenzionalnih (3D) navideznih scen. Ta pro-
ces je tekom svojega razvoja doživel številne spremembe. Zgodnji dnevi
računalnǐske grafike segajo v petdeseta leta preǰsnjega stoletja, samo 3D upo-
dabljanje pa se je začelo pojavljati v sedemdesetih. Naslednja leta so bila
zelo pomembna za področje računalnǐske grafike, saj je bilo objavljeno ve-
liko del na temo rasterizacije, globalne osvetlitve in fotorealizma, ki še danes
služijo kot temelj 3D grafike. V devetdesetih je računalnǐska grafika doživela
pravi razcvet. Povod za to je bila komercializacija računalnǐske opreme, ki
je bila dovolj zmogljiva za 3D upodabljanje. Z računalnǐsko opremo pa so se
pojavili tudi prvi grafični aplikacijski vmesniki, kot na primer OpenGL.
Naloga grafičnih aplikacijskih vmesnikov je, da definirajo komunikacijo
med aplikacijo in grafično strojno opremo oz. gonilniki grafične strojne
opreme. Prvi grafični aplikacijski vmesniki so bili zelo preprosti, saj je bila
preprosta tudi grafična strojna oprema. Vendar se je to začelo hitro spre-
minjati, saj je visoko povpraševanje po grafičnih aplikacijah diktiralo hiter
razvoj tako grafične strojne opreme kot tudi grafičnih aplikacijskih vmesni-
kov. Posledično so postali grafični programski vmesniki zaradi hitrega ra-
zvoja in dolge zgodovine nadgradenj prepočasni za zahtevneǰse aplikacije.
Ta problem je naslovila nova generacija nizko režijskih grafičnih programskih
vmesnikov. Ti vmesniki zagotavljajo bolj uravnovešeno uporabo centralne
procesne enote (CPE) in bolj učinkovito uporabo grafične procesne enote
(GPE), vendar so posledično veliko bolj nizko nivojski kot vmesniki preǰsnje
i
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generacije. To pomeni, da morajo razvijalci poskrbeti za mnogo stvari, za
katere je prej skrbel grafični gonilnik, kot na primer vpogled v senčilnike in
upravljanje s pomnilnikom.
V sklopu tega dela smo razvili ogrodje za poenostavitev razvoja Vulkan
aplikacij, ki ponuja številne funkcionalnosti preǰsnjih ogrodij brez dodatnih
režijskih stroškov. Nadgradili smo obstoječe implementacije upodabljanja s
sledenjem poti na CPE, GPE in s pomočjo Nvidiine platforme RTX. Sle-
dnji dve implementaciji uporabljata Vulkan s pomočjo razvitega ogrodja za
poenostavitev razvoja Vulkan aplikacij. Za vse implementacije smo razvili
dva svetlobna razpršitvena modela, osnovnega, ki združuje Lambertov od-
bojnostni model in odsevni razpršitveni model, ter večkratno razpršitveni
mikro-površinski model. Za konec smo našima GPE in RTX implementaci-
jama sledenja poti dodali še podporo za oddaljeno upodabljanje.
I Pregled področja
I.I Vulkan
Najprej se bomo osredotočili na grafični aplikacijski vmesnik Vulkan. Vul-
kan je poznan kot vmesnik naslednje generacije, ki zagotavlja znatno manǰso
režijo kot njegov predhodnik OpenGL. Poleg tega se lahko Vulkan pohvali
z raznolikim naborom platform. Podpira vse od mobilnih naprav (katere je
prej pokrival OpenGL ES), do konzol z enotnim pomnilnikom in vsesplošnih
računalnikov z ločenim grafičnim pomnilnikom. Ena izmed glavnih razlik
med Vulkanom in predhodnimi vmesniki je upravljanje s pomnilnikom. V
preǰsnjih vmesnikih je za upravljanje s pomnilnikom skrbel gonilnik, z Vul-
kanom pa je ta naloga padla na ramena razvijalcev. To je precej velika spre-
memba, saj razvijalcem omogoča mnogo optimizacij, ki prej niso bile možne.
Vendar ta pride z zelo visoko ceno, saj morajo razvijalci sami implementirati
upravljanje s pomnilnikom, ki je po navadi precej kompleksno.
Vulkan za razliko od preǰsnjih vmesnikov uporablja drugačno reprezenta-
cijo kode senčilnikov. Namesto človeško berljivega zapisa senčilnikov, kot sta
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na primer zapisa v OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) in High-Level Sha-
ding Language (HLSL) formatih, Vulkan uporablja kodo zapisano v formatu
Standard, Portable Intermediate Representation – V (SPIR-V), ki prinaša
številne izbolǰsave:
• Prevajalniki so lahko veliko manj kompleksni, saj je SPIR-V sintaksa
bolj konsistentna.
• Standard je veliko bolje definiran, zato je težje interpretirati kodo na
različne načine.
• Koda je manǰsa, saj je v binearni obliki.
• Omogoča prevajanje iz mnogih jezikov, kot so GLSL, HLSL, OpenCL
C in C++.
Žal pa Vulkan ne podpira vpogleda v senčilnike, zaradi česar morajo upo-
rabniki implementirati svoj vpogled ali kako drugače zagotoviti informacije
o resursih senčilnikov.
V prvih letih OpenGL-a so bili vsi komercialni procesorji eno-jedrni, zato
je bil tudi OpenGL zasnovan primarno zanje. Okoli leta 2005, ko je postajalo
vse težje povečevati frekvenco jeder, se je arhitektura procesorjev preusmerila
v več-jedrno zasnovo. Ker OpenGL ni bil ustvarjen za takšno arhitekturo,
temu trendu ni mogel slediti. Vulkan je bil že v začetku zasnovan za več-
jedrne arhitekture. Zaradi zasnove brez stanj je mogoče iz različnih nit do-
stopati do katerega koli Vulkan objekta, vendar moramo pri tem sami paziti
na sinhronizacijo. Hkrati pa Vulkan vpelje nov koncept ukaznih predpomnil-
nikov, ki nam omogočajo, da na več nitih posnamemo grafične ukaze. S tem
lahko na več-jedrnih arhitekturah znatno pohitrimo izvajanje aplikacije.
I.II Fizikalno osnovano upodabljanje
Fizikalno osnovano upodabljanje poskuša doseči fotorealizem s simulacijo sve-
tlobe, ki temelji na zakonih fizike. Ena izmed metod fizikalno osnovanega
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upodabljanja je stohastična metoda sledenja poti, prvič predstavljena v [1],
ki s pomočjo Monte Carlo integracije [2] in s simuliranjem svetlobnih žarkov
ustvari upodobitev scene. To naredi tako, da za vsak piksel slike akumu-
lira prispevke naključno simuliranih svetlobnih žarkov. Kot definira Monte
Carlo integracija, med izvajanjem algoritma vsota akumuliranih prispevkov,
deljena s številom vzorcev za dan piksel, konvergira proti pravi vrednosti. Za
samo sledenje svetlobnih žarkov moramo definirati še dvosmerne distribucij-
ske funkcije razpršenosti, ki nam povejo porazdelitev smeri odbitih oz. skozi
površino lomljenih žarkov.
Sledenje žarkov je računsko zelo kompleksen problem, saj moramo na
začetku in po vsakem odboju najti naslednji presek s sceno. Za pohitritev
tega koraka se tipično poslužujemo pospeševalnih struktur, kot so homogene
mreže [3], osmǐska drevesa [4], k-d drevesa [5] in hierarhije očrtanih teles [6].
II Implementacija
II.I Ogrodje za poenostavitev Vulkana
Kot smo že omenili, smo v sklopu tega dela razvili ogrodje za poenostavitev
razvoja Vulkan aplikacij. Razvito ogrodje poskuša zmanǰsati kompleksnost
razvoja Vulkan aplikacij in ga približati nivoju kompleksnosti predhodnih
grafičnih vmesnikov. Ob načrtovanju ogrodja smo si zadali naslednje cilje:
• Razvoj objektno usmerjene rešitve.
• Zagotavljanje pravilnega vrstnega reda konstrukcije in destrukcije Vul-
kanovih resursov.
• Integracija dinamičnega klicanja Vulkanovih ukaznih implementacij.
• Implementacija vpogleda v senčilnike.
• Poenostavitev upravljanja s pomnilnikom in povezovanja pomnilnika z
resursi.
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• Implementacija struktur za lažje konfiguriranje Vulkana.
Naše ogrodje za poenostavitev razvoja Vulkan aplikacij, katerega diagram
je prikazan na sliki 3.1, implementira ovojnice za vse Vulkanove objekte.
Te ovojnice ponujajo objektno usmerjeno rešitev, ki zagotavlja zgoraj ome-
njene funkcionalnosti. Dve obsežneǰsi funkcionalnosti sta vpogled v senčilnike
in poenostavitev upravljanja s pomnilnikom. Vpogled v senčilnike nam
omogoča, da iz kode senčilnikov razberemo lastnosti deskriptorjev, poti-
snih konstant in specializacijskih konstant. Implementirali smo ga pomočjo
knjižnice SPIR-V-Cross [7], ki omogoča razčlenitev SPIR-V kode in vpogled
v strukture senčilnika. Za poenostavitev upravljanja s pomnilnikom pa smo
uporabili knjižnico VMA [8], ki ponuja napredne alokacijske algoritme, po-
vezovanje pomnilnika z resursi in defragmentacijo pomnilnika.
II.II Sledenje poti
V tem poglavju bomo opisali naše nadgradnje obstoječih implementacij slede-
nja poti na CPE, na GPE in z uporabo tehnologije RTX, prvič predstavljene
v [9]. Od tega slednji dve uporabljata naše ogrodje za poenostavitev razvoja
Vulkan aplikacij. Preden se lotimo opisa implementacij, moramo predstaviti
naš scenski graf. Za potrebe upodabljanja smo razvili svoj scenski graf, saj
rešitve kot so OGRE [10], OpenSceneGraph [11] in VulkanSceneGraph [12]
niso bile primerne. Prvi dve prideta v kombinaciji z upodobljevalnikom,
razvoj zadnje pa še ni končan. V našem scenskem grafu, prikazanem na
sliki 3.3, vsak objekt drži reference na svoje otroke in opcijsko na starša. Po-
leg otrok in starša vsak objekt vsebuje tudi kolekcijo komponent, ki definirajo
podatke in funkcionalnosti objekta. Ena izmed pomembneǰsih komponent je
mrežna komponenta. Ta vsebuje podatke o geometriji in materialu objekta.
Za opis materiala smo se odločili za glTF-jev [13] metallic-roughness model,
ki definira barvo, kovinskost, hrapavost, prosojnost in refrakcijski indeks.
V vseh treh implementacijah sledenje poti definirajo naslednji koraki:
1. Generacija žarka: Najprej za vsak piksel generiramo naključni vzo-
vi
rec, ki pove, skozi katero točko gre žarek. Za vsak vzorec nato generi-
ramo žarek, ki gre iz žarǐsča kamere skozi vzorec v sceno.
2. Testiranje presečǐsč: Tu testiramo, ali se žarek seka s sceno. To
storimo s pomočjo pospeševalnih struktur. Ko procesiramo posame-
zno vozlǐsče v zgornjem nivoju pospeševalnih struktur, preverimo, ali
se žarek seka z očrtanim telesom v vozlǐsču. Če se, nadaljujemo pre-
hod po otrocih procesiranega vozlǐsča, sicer končamo s prehodom te
veje. To nadaljujemo, dokler ne pridemo do listov drevesa. Nato opra-
vimo prehod spodnjega nivoja pospeševalnih struktur, ki poteka tako
kot prehod zgornjega nivoja, le da so v listih trikotniki namesto objek-
tov. Vse dosežene trikotnike testiramo, da najdemo kameri najbližje
presečǐsče.
3. Določanje materiala: Določiti moramo lastnosti materiala predmeta
v točki presečǐsča, kot so barva, hrapavost, kovinskost, emisija, IOR in
prepustnost.
4. Določanje tipa interakcije: S pomočjo materiala v presečǐsču lahko
določimo tip interakcije. Ta korak je odvisen od uporabljenega BSDF-
ja.
5. Vzorčenje BSDF: Emisijo, pomnoženo z masko, dodamo v akumula-
cijski medpomnilnik in vzorčimo BSDF glede na določeni tip interakcije
v presečǐsču. Pojemanje, ki ga določi BSDF, dodamo maski in posodo-
bimo smer žarka glede na razpršenost, ki jo prav tako določi BSDF.
6. Ruska ruleta: Je optimizacijski korak, ki omogoča zgodnjo prekini-
tev žarkov brez uvajanja pristranskosti. Žarek lahko vsako iteracijo
prekinemo z verjetnostjo p, ki je odvisna od vrednosti maske. Večja
kot je maska, manǰsa je verjetnost za prekinitev. Če žarek prekinemo,
končamo s sledenjem poti, sicer pa popravimo masko, tako da jo delimo
z (1 − p) in s tem odpravimo pristranskost, ter nadaljujemo sledenja
žarka s ponavljanjem postopka od 2. koraka naprej.
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Za vse implementacije smo razvili dva svetlobna razpršitvena modela,
osnovnega in večkratno razprševalni mikro-površinski model. Osnovni mo-
del združuje Lambertov odbojnostni model, odsevni odbojnostni model in
odsevni razpršitveni model. Večkratno razprševalni mikro-površinski model
smo implementirali po Heitzovem članku [14]. Težava običajnih razprševalnih
mikro-površinski modelov je da ne ohranjajo energije. Heitzov model to
rešuje tako, da simulira tudi večkratne odboje od mikro-površin. Naš model
je kombinacija treh modelov predstavljenih v Heitzovem članku: dielektrični
razpršitveni model, prevodnǐski odbojnostni model in difuzni odbojnostni
model.
II.III Oddaljeno upodabljanje
Zadnji prispevek našega dela je oddaljeno upodabljanje. Podporo za od-
daljeno upodabljanje smo dodali našima GPU in RTX implementacijama
sledenja poti. Za prenos podatkov smo uporabili WebSocket protokol [15].
Naša implementacija omogoča dva načina prenosa: prenos celih slik in prenos
razlik med slikami. Pri prvem načinu po mreži pošiljamo cele slike, katere
lahko odjemalec po prejemu neposredno predstavi na platnu. Pri drugem
načinu pa pošiljamo zgolj razlike med zaporednimi slikami. Tu moramo na
strani strežnika dodatno naračunati razlike, na strani odjemalca pa izračunati
novo sliko s pomočjo stare in prejetih razlik. Poleg tega moramo med po-
datke dodatno zakodirati še predznak razlike, kar nanese dodatne tri bite na
piksel. Tak način prenosa se na prvi pogled zdi nesmiseln, vendar lahko z
uporabo kompresije takšne podatke veliko bolj stisnemo. V ta namen smo v
naši implementaciji dodali podporo za kompresiji ZLIB [16] in LZ4 [17].
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III Analiza
III.I Analiza razprševalnih funkcij
V sklopu analize razprševalnih funkcij smo primerjali osnovni razprševalni
model in večkratno razprševalni mikro-površinski model.
Najprej smo primerjali odsevni osnovni razprševalni model z dielekričnim
razprševalnim mikro-površinskim modelom, razlika je prikazana na sliki 4.1.
Na sliki 4.2 je prikazan vpliv hrapavosti na dielektrični razprševalni mikro-
površinski model.
Nato smo primerjali odsevni osnovni razprševalni model s prevodnim
razprševalnim mikro-površinskim modelom, razlika je prikazana na sliki 4.3.
Na sliki 4.4 je prikazan vpliv hrapavosti na prevodni razprševalni mikro-
površinski model.
Nato smo primerjali difuzni osnovni razprševalni model z difuznim razpr-
ševalnim mikro-površinskim modelom, razlika je prikazana na sliki 4.5. Na
sliki 4.6 je prikazan vpliv hrapavosti na difuzni razprševalni mikro-površinski
model.
Na koncu smo prikazali še dodatne štiri primerjave med osnovnim razpr-
ševalnim model in večkratno razprševalni mikro-površinski modelom na sli-
kah 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10.
III.II Analiza hitrosti sledenja poti
Pri implementacijah sledenja poti na CPE, GPE in z RTX smo primerjali
hitrosti sledenja poti in hitrosti gradnje pospeševalnih struktur. Uporabili
smo tako osnovni razpršitveni model kot tudi napredni večkratno razpršitveni
mikro-površinski model. Hitrost smo testirali s scenama s Cornellovo škatlo
in s Sponzo. Rezultati analize hitrosti sledenja poti so v tabelah 4.1 in 4.2,
rezultati analize hitrosti gradnje pospeševalnih struktur pa v tabeli 4.3.
Kot smo pričakovali, je implementacija na GPE znatno hitreǰsa od imple-
mentacije na CPE, implementacija z RTX pa je še hitreǰsa od implementa-
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cije na GPE. Pri sceni s Cornellovo škatlo so implementacije z osnovnim
razpršitvenim modelom hitreǰse od implementacij z naprednim večkratno
razpršitvenim mikro-površinskim modelom, pri sceni s Sponzo pa je ravno
obratno.
Za gradnjo pospeševalnih struktur uporabljamo pri implementacijah na
CPE in GPE isti postopek, pri obeh se izvaja serijsko na CPE, medtem ko
se pri implementaciji z RTX izvaja vzporedno na GPE, pri čemer uporablja
namenska jedra. Tako je gradnja pospeševalnih struktur pri implementaciji
z RTX znatno hitreǰsa kot pri drugih dveh implementacijah.
III.III Analiza hitrosti oddaljenega upodabljanja
Zadnji del analize je evalvacija učinkovitosti oddaljenega upodabljanja. Pri-
merjali smo vse kombinacije med dvema načinoma prenosa (prenos celih slik
in prenos razlike med zaporednimi slikami) in dvema načinoma kompresije
(ZLIB in LZ4) ter brez kompresije. Vse teste smo opravili pri prenosu slik
treh različnih resolucij.
Rezultati razlik v hitrosti prenosa pri različnih kompresijah pri prenosu
celih slik so v tabeli 4.4, rezultati razlik v hitrosti prenosa pri različnih kom-
presijah pri prenosu razlike med zaporednimi slikami pa v tabeli 4.5. Pri
prenosu celih slik sta prenosa nekompresiranih slik in slik, kompresiranih z
LZ4, enako hitra, prenos slik, kompresiranih z ZLIB, pa je znatno počasneǰsi
zaradi počasne kompresije in dekompresije. Pri prenosu razlik med slikami
sta oba prenosa s kompresijo hitreǰsa kot pri prenosu celih slik, saj ima pri
razlikah med slikami večina pikslov nizko vrednost in je tako kompresijsko
razmerje večje. Najhitreǰsi je prenos slik, kompresiranih z LZ4.
Nato smo opravili analizo hitrosti različnih korakov prenosa, rezultati so
predstavljeni v tabeli 4.6.
Analizirali smo tudi velikost paketov pri prenosu celih slik in razlik med
slikami, s slikami, kompresiranimi z ZLIB in LZ4, ter nekompresiranimi sli-
kami. Rezultati so predstavljeni v tabeli 4.7. ZLIB prinaša precej bolǰso
kompresijo, vendar na račun počasneǰsega kompresiranja. Z LZ4 pa je pri
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prenosu celih slik velikost paketa celo večja kot pri nekompresiranih slikah,
medtem ko se pri prenosu razlik med slikami precej izbolǰsa.
Na koncu smo analizirali velikost paketov glede na število vzorcev na
piksel pri sledenju poti. Na grafu 4.11 so prikazani rezultati pri prenosu celih
slik, na grafu 4.12 pa rezultati pri prenosu razlik med zaporednimi slikami.
Kot pričakovano je pri večjem številu vzorcev na piksel kompresija bolǰsa, in
sicer predvsem pri prenosu razlik med zaporednimi slikami.
Glede na predstavljene rezultate sklepamo, da je prenos razlik med zapo-
rednimi slikami v kombinaciji s kompresijo LZ4 najbolj primeren za oddaljeno
upodabljanje.
IV Sklep
V sklopu tega dela smo razvili ogrodje, ki omogoča enostavneǰsi in hitreǰsi
razvoj Vulkan aplikacij. Naše ogrodje ponuja številne funkcionalnosti, ki
jih Vulkan ne ponuja, bile pa so prisotne v preǰsnjih grafičnih aplikacijskih
vmesnikih, kot na primer vpogled v senčilnike in upravljanje s pomnilnikom.
Nadgradili smo obstoječe implementacije upodabljanja s sledenjem poti na
CPE, GPE in s pomočjo platforme RTX. Pri slednjih dveh implementaci-
jah smo uporabili naše ogrodje za razvoj Vulkan aplikacij. Implementirali
smo dva svetlobna razpršitvena modela, osnovnega, ki združuje Lambertov
odbojnostni model in odsevni razpršitveni model, ter večkratno razpršitveni
mikro-površinski model. Implementacijam na GPE in z RTX smo dodali tudi
podporo za oddaljeno upodabljanje. Implementirali smo dva načina prenosa,
prvi prenaša cele slike, drugi pa samo razliko med zaporednimi slikami. Do-
dali smo tudi podporo za kompresiji ZLIB in LZ4.
Analizirali smo naša razpršitvena modela, implementacije sledenja poti
in oddaljeno upodabljanje. Primerjali smo osnovni razpršitveni model in
napredni večkratno razpršitveni mikro-površinski model. Pri slednjem smo
prikazali vpliv hrapavosti na različne tipe površin: dielektrične, prevodne in
difuzne. Pri naših implementacijah sledenja poti na CPE, GPE in z RTX
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smo primerjali hitrosti sledenja poti in hitrosti gradnje pospeševalnih struk-
tur. Na koncu smo ovrednotili učinkovitost naše implementacije oddalje-
nega upodabljanja z obema načinoma prenosa. Oba načina smo analizirali
pri prenosu nekompresiranih slik in slik, kompresiranih z implementiranima
kompresijama. Najbolǰse rezultate smo dobili pri prenašanju razlike med
zaporednimi slikami, kompresirane z LZ4.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In computer graphics, rendering is a process of producing an image from a
description of two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) virtual scenes.
This process has evolved significantly and has gone through substantial chan-
ges throughout its development. Early days of computer graphics started in
the 1950s, but it was not until the 1970s that 3D graphics started making
an appearance and in those years some of the most important research was
done on the topic of rasterization. After came the 1980s during which there
was much work done on the topic of global illumination and photorealism.
Some of the research done in those years still provides a foundation for many
of the modern methods. In the 1990s, 3D computer graphics truly took off,
with commercial computers becoming powerful enough to take on rendering
tasks that were previously limited to very expensive workstations. During
this decade, the first graphics application programming interfaces (APIs)
emerged, such as OpenGL [18].
Graphics APIs define the way that applications interact with graphics
hardware. Initial graphics APIs were very simple due to graphics hardware
limitations, but over the years hardware improved significantly, and so did
the APIs. As it improved, it provided developers with more control over the
graphics hardware. However, not everything can be solved by just upgrading
the API and over the years, with the rising complexity of applications, the
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overhead introduced by the API was starting to constrain the applications.
To address this issue, new low-overhead rendering APIs were introduced,
starting with Mantle, which was introduced in 2013. However, Mantle did
not achieve widespread adoption due to it being closed source and only us-
able with AMD’s graphics processing units (GPUs). Even though it was not
widely adopted, it showed that there is much performance to be gained. A
few years later, DirectX 12 [19] and Vulkan [20] were introduced, based on
the same idea of low-overhead API. If used correctly, both of these APIs offer
higher performance, more balanced central processing unit (CPU) usage and
more efficient usage of GPU. Another significant difference is that both Di-
rectX 12 and Vulkan are considerably lower-level APIs. This means that the
developer must handle a significant portion of the work that was previously
handled by the driver. However, this also opens opportunities for third-party
libraries to build on top of these APIs. Such libraries can provide features
that were present in the previous APIs or features that ease the development.
In scope of this work we have set in place the following goals:
1. Design and create Vulkan abstraction library
This library intends to ease the development of Vulkan applications by
providing an object-oriented API wrapper, features from the previous
APIs, such as shader reflection, and abstraction of one of the most
complex parts of Vulkan, memory management.
2. Implement photorealistic path tracing renderers
We upgrade CPU, GPU and RTX path tracing renderers first presented
in [9], to enable the usage of our scattering models. The latter two
implementations also use the Vulkan abstraction framework that we
created in the scope of the first goal. We analyze and implement two
different scattering models, a basic one and one that considers the
properties of a surface on a micro-level using microfacets. We also touch
on the issue of energy loss of the microfacet scattering models and then
study and implement physically correct state of the art solution to this
problem.
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3. Implement and analyze remote rendering functionality
Finally, we implement remote rendering functionality that provides
photorealistic rendering capabilities to computationally weaker devices,
such as phones, tablets and laptops. We analyze the performance of
our remote rendering implementation, providing insight into how much
network bandwidth is required for remote rendering and what kind of
throughput we can expect.
1.1 Structure
This work is broken down into five chapters. After the introduction, we
have chapter 2 that gives an overview of the problem domain, presents the
Vulkan API, its advantages and drawbacks, studies physically based render-
ing and state-of-the-art work from the field of physically based rendering.
In chapter 3, we present our Vulkan abstraction framework, three different
implementations of path tracing, with two of them being implemented on
top of our framework, and the implementation of the remote rendering func-
tionality. Chapter 4 presents an analysis of scattering functions used by our
path tracing implementations and performance evaluation of the path trac-
ing renderers and remote rendering. Finally, in chapter 5, we write about
our findings and conclusions and present several ideas for future work.
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Chapter 2
State of the art
2.1 Vulkan
Vulkan is seen by the community as OpenGL’s successor. Both OpenGL and
Vulkan are graphics APIs, and they provide standardized access to graph-
ics hardware. Like OpenGL, Vulkan is an open standard API. Even though
both APIs are trying to achieve the same thing, they differ in many ways.
OpenGL has a long history, as the first version was released in 1992. The
computer industry has evolved quite a bit since then, CPUs now have multi-
ple processing units (cores), and the graphics card architecture has changed
drastically. OpenGL needed to evolve with the architectural changes while
still being somewhat compatible with the older hardware. Because of that,
many of the design choices made over the years do not make much sense with
the newer hardware. Not everything can be done by only adding new func-
tionalities that match the abilities of new hardware. Sometimes an extensive
redesign like Vulkan has to be made.
In contrast to its predecessor, Vulkan is a much lower-level API, meaning
that the developer is the one who must take care of most things that were
previously handled by the driver. This may seem counterintuitive, but it
gives the developers the freedom to design their application to be much more
efficient because they know exactly what they want to achieve. The driver
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does not, and that is why the performance of the application is often subopti-
mal unless the vendor of the driver provides optimizations for the particular
application. Besides providing better performance, Vulkan also allows de-
velopers to support a diverse set of platforms, ranging from mobile devices
(previously covered by OpenGL ES) and consoles with unified memory to
desktops with separate graphics memory.
In the following subsections we present an overview of the advantages of
the Vulkan API. For the overview of Vulkan, we used the following sources [21,
22, 23]. These books present an overview over all of the changes that were
made with Vulkan, along with the best practices for Vulkan application de-
velopment.
2.1.1 Minimizing driver overhead
Vulkan is often called a thin API because it only communicates user requests
to the hardware, providing only a thin abstraction layer of the hardware itself.
The driver does as little as possible for the sake of much higher performance.
Traditional drivers and APIs provide significant context, memory and er-
ror management coupled with obsolete threading model that does not allow
generation of graphics commands in parallel. With Vulkan context, mem-
ory and synchronization are entirely managed by the application developer.
Commands in Vulkan, like drawing operations and memory transfers, are
not executed directly but are instead recorded into objects called command
buffers with the synchronization between individual commands enforced by
synchronization objects, such as barriers, fences, semaphores and events. The
advantage of this approach is that the developer can record the commands
in advance, in multiple threads and can reuse the recorded command buffers.
Minimal driver overhead and one of its manifestations is that Vulkan by
itself is very fragile and provides minimal error checking by default. Even
the most simple errors are generally not explicitly handled and will result
in crashes or undefined behaviour. To handle this, Vulkan introduces an
elegant system known as validation layers. Validation layers are optional
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components that hook into Vulkan function calls and provide additional val-
idation, debugging, and profiling functionality. Common functionalities of
the validation layers are:
• Checking the values of parameters against the specification to detect
misuse.
• Tracking creation and destruction of objects to find resource leaks.
• Checking thread safety by tracking the threads that calls originate from.
• Logging every call and its parameters to the standard output.
• Tracing Vulkan calls for profiling and replaying.
The idea is to use many validation layers during development to vali-
date the correctness of the application and disable them completely in the
production version, thus minimizing the driver overhead and improving the
performance.
2.1.2 Memory management
Another key difference between OpenGL and Vulkan is memory manage-
ment. When it comes to managing memory allocations as well as assigning
it to individual resources, the OpenGL driver does most of the work for the
developer. In Vulkan, however, memory is entirely managed by the applica-
tion developer. This makes applications much more complex, but there are
various reasons why explicit memory management benefits the application:
• Memory allocation is a rather costly operation since it often involves
the operating system.
• Existing allocations can often be reused, which is faster than freeing
and reallocating new ones.
• We can optimize how the data is stored in the memory in order to
improve cache utilization.
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Figure 2.1: Responsibility comparison between OpenGL and Vulkan driver.
Source: Khronos1.
• Transient resources can be aliased (overlapped).
• Transfers to the GPU can be optimized (staging is implemented by the
application developer).
• On some platforms we can improve the memory footprint.
In Vulkan, the memory is divided into host and device memory. Host
memory is the memory needed by the Vulkan implementation for non-device-
visible storage. Implementation of host memory allocation is optional, and
if not used, the driver does the memory allocation. Since most host memory
allocations are off the critical path, this is not meant as a performance feature,
but it can be useful in embedded systems for debugging purposes.
The device memory is the memory that is visible to the device, e.g. mem-
ory which can be natively used by the device. Every Vulkan device exposes
1https://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/vulkan-
overview.pdf
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a number of memory heaps, from which a certain amount of memory can
be allocated. Heaps have different memory types and properties. Memory
types are important during resource creation. The developer needs to query
which memory types are compatible with the resource and allocate the mem-
ory from the compatible heap. Heap properties, on the other hand, specify
caching behaviour and whether we can map the memory to the host (CPU),
or if the GPU has fast access to the memory. The driver limits the number
of memory allocations from each heap, and it is desired to allocate as few
memory allocations as possible and offset the resources within the individual
allocation as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Offset resources in the individual heap memory allocation.
Resources can have different memory alignments and can be aliased (dark
and light green colored resources). Source: Nvidia2.
Managing memory in Vulkan is not a trivial task, but with careful con-
sideration of our application’ requirements, we can implement a much better
memory management scheme than the one provided by the OpenGL driver.
Vulkan Memory Allocator
Because explicit memory management is very complex, development of a
fast and robust memory management system is challenging, even more so if
2https://developer.nvidia.com/vulkan-memory-management
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one wants to support a broad range of different devices with different types
of memory. To address this problem, AMD developed the Vulkan Memory
Allocator (VMA) [8] in the scope of the GPUOpen initiative [24]. VMA
is a production-ready library that simplifies memory management. It em-
ploys many good techniques for Vulkan memory management, like allocating
memory in large chunks and then assigning regions of that memory to Vulkan
resources. Current version 2.2 has the following features:
• Easy allocation of storage that can be used for buffer, image, and ray
tracing acceleration structures.
• Support for custom memory pool implementations.
• Support for allocation defragmentation.
• Detailed statistics, internal state dump in JSON format and a tool for
its visualisation.
• Recording and replaying allocations for in-depth analysis of memory
usage and resource transitions.
• Support for non-coherent memory and flushing/invalidating
allocations.
• Support for attempting to detect incorrect mapped memory usage.
• STL-compatible containers to ease integration.
All of these features prove invaluable and considerably speed up the de-
velopment of applications. Since it was first released in July 2017, it has
been integrated into the majority of projects for Android, Linux, macOS
and Windows.
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2.1.3 SPIR-V
Unlike earlier APIs that parse shaders that are written in a human-readable
syntax, like OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) or High-Level Shading Lan-
guage (HLSL), Vulkan requires shader code to be presented in a simplified
binary format called the Standard, Portable Intermediate Representation -
V (SPIR-V) [25]. SPIR-V is an intermediate representation for graphics and
compute shaders. It is currently used by Vulkan, OpenCL [26] and is even
available in OpenGL as an extension. Using a simplified intermediate format
for shaders is superior in several aspects:
• Compilers that compile shaders into native device code can be signifi-
cantly less complex since the SPIR-V syntax is much more consistent.
• With human-readable syntax, vendors can sometimes differently in-
terpret the standard, which leads to unexpected behaviour on different
platforms. Because SPIR-V is much easier to interpret, this is no longer
the case.
• Same shaders can be used on all the different platforms supported by
Vulkan.
• Size of the shader code is much smaller because of the binary represen-
tation.
• SPIR-V is fully set up to support multiple source languages like GLSL,
HLSL, OpenCL C kernel code and C++.
• It is easier to protect intellectual property because it is difficult to read
or modify SPIR-V code.
Another important difference between previous APIs and Vulkan is shader
reflection. Because Vulkan aims to minimize the logic that is required to
be implemented by the driver, it completely drops shader reflection. APIs
like OpenGL provide runtime shader reflection that enables a developer to
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query resource locations, bindings and other properties, which is very useful
when binding the resources to the shaders. In Vulkan, this information is
needed even more because we need to explicitly specify the pipeline layout
configuration (descriptor sets and bindings configuration). Luckily there are
several open-source libraries like SPIR-V Cross [7] that enable us to reflect
SPIR-V code.
Shader resources
SPIR-V shaders use the following resources: descriptor sets, push constants
and specialization constants. When translating from GLSL or HLSL, they
are mapped one to one from the opaque types of the language.
A descriptor set object is a resource that contains storage for a set of
descriptors. Descriptors are special shader variables that provide indirect
access to buffer and image resources via buffer views, image views, samplers
or combined image samplers. In the current version, there are nine different
types of descriptors:
• Storage image is a descriptor type that is used for load, store and
atomic operations on image memory.
• Sampler represents a set of parameters which control address calcu-
lations, filtering behavior and other properties that can be used to
perform filtered loads from sampled images.
• Sampled image can be used in conjunction with a sampler to retrieve
sampled image data.
• Combined image sampler represents a sampled image along with a
set of sampling parameters. It is logically considered a sampled image
and a sampler bound together.
• Uniform texel buffer represents a tightly packed array of homoge-
neous formatted data that is stored in a buffer.
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• Storage texel buffer is similar to uniform texel buffer, but it addi-
tionally supports stores and atomic operations.
• Uniform buffer is a region of structured storage with read-only access.
It is typically used to store medium-sized arrays of constants such as
shader parameters, matrices and other related data.
• Storage buffer is a region of structured storage that supports read
and write access. Additionally some members of storage buffers can be
used as the target of atomic operations.
• Input attachment is an image view that can be used for pixel local
load operations. This descriptor can only be used in the fragment
shader.
Push constants were first introduced with Vulkan. They are uniform
values that are stored within the command buffer itself. On most GPUs,
they can only hold a very small amount of data (128 - 256 bytes) but can be
updated much faster than the descriptor sets. We typically use them when
we have a small amount of data that is updated very frequently (usually on
a per-frame basis), for example, a transformation matrix.
Last, are the specialization constants which were also first introduced
with Vulkan. Specialization constants allow us to set the value of a shader
constant at run-time. They are a very powerful tool as they enable us to
specify descriptor array sizes. For example, the most typical use case for a
specialization constant is setting the number of lights in the shader. The
number of lights typically change very often during the execution, and with
specialization constants, we can dynamically update the lights array size
without reloading the shaders.
2.1.4 Pipelines
Pipelines in Vulkan specify a configuration for a sequence of operations or
stages that are executed on the device. Vulkan supports different types of
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pipelines such as graphics, compute and ray tracing. Graphics and compute
pipelines are part of the Vulkan core and ray tracing is part of the Nvidia
RTX extension. We will focus on the pipelines included in the Vulkan core.
Graphics pipeline has the most stages of all pipelines, as can be seen in
figure 2.3. However, most of the stages are optional and can be disabled or
might not even be supported by the driver. The only stage that must be
enabled is the vertex shader. The following is a brief description of each
stage of the graphics pipeline:
• Draw: This stage accepts the commands that were recorded into the
command buffer and induces the work to the hardware.
• Input assembly: Reads and interprets the index and vertex buffers
that contain information about the geometry.
• Vertex shader: A programmable stage that executes the vertex
shader and processes the vertex data for the next stage.
• Tessellation control shader: A programmable stage that produces
tessellation factors and other per patch data which are used during the
tessellation generation.
• Tessellation primitive generation: Breaks patch primitives into
many smaller, simpler primitives based on the data produced by tes-
sellation control shader.
• Tessellation evaluation shader: This programmable stage is similar
to the vertex shader except that it operates only on the newly generated
vertices.
• Geometry shader: A programmable stage that operates on full prim-
itives like points, lines or triangles and has the ability to change them.
• Primitive assembly: Groups produced vertices into primitives that
are suitable for rasterization, culls and clips primitives and transforms
them into the appropriate viewport.
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• Rasterizer: Discretizes the primitives into fragments, which may be-
come the pixel elements that they fill in the framebuffer.
• Pre-fragment operations: The fragments that are behind other
primitive fragments or outside the stencil get discarded here because
of the depth and stencil testing.
• Fragment assembler: Takes the output of the rasterizer along with
any per-fragment data and sends it into the fragment shader.
• Fragment shader: Final programmable stage of the pipeline, which
determines which framebuffers the fragments are written to and with
which color and depth values.
• Post-fragment operations: If the fragment shader modifies data
that is normally used in pre-fragment operations, those per-fragment
operations move to the post-fragment stage and are executed here.
• Color blending: Last stage that takes the final result of the fragment
shader and the post-fragment operations, applies blending and logic
operations and uses them to update the framebuffer.
In contrast to the graphics pipeline, the compute pipeline is a general-
purpose pipeline. Because of that, it only contains two fixed stages: dispatch
and compute assembler. Similar to the graphics pipeline draw stage, the
dispatch stage reads the commands and induces the work to the hardware.
Compute assembler then batches the work and generates the workgroups
which execute the compute shader.
In previous APIs, the developers were able to change pipeline settings
on the fly. In Vulkan, on the other hand, settings for all pipeline stages
are stored in an immutable monolithic pipeline object. This means that we
need a different pipeline for each combination of shaders and configuration
state that we use in our application. However, because all operations in the
pipeline are known in advance, the driver can eliminate expensive draw time
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Figure 2.3: Vulkan graphics and compute pipeline stages. Source: Vulkan3.
state validation and perform optimization of shaders based on their inputs
and outputs. Having optimized pipelines is great, but in some cases when the
state is required to be very dynamic (per frame modifications), the overhead
of pipeline recreation outweighs driver optimization performance gains. Be-
cause of that, Vulkan allows us to specify parts of the state as dynamic. This
allows run-time modification of that state via command buffers, similar as in
previous APIs. Overall Vulkan exposes more options to developers allowing
them to fine-tune the pipeline creation and usage to their application needs.
3http://vulkan-spec-chunked.ahcox.com/ch09.html
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2.1.5 Render passes
In Vulkan, a render pass object contains the structure of the frame. Ren-
der pass represents a collection of framebuffer attachments, subpasses and
dependencies between them, and describes how the attachments are used
over the course of the subpasses. Each subpass can reference a subset of the
framebuffer attachments for writing and a subset for reading. The subpasses
in a render pass all render to the same dimensions and can only access at-
tachment contents written by previous subpasses at that same location. Each
subpass also specifies what to do with the attachments when it begins (clear,
load, or leave it uninitialized) and what to do with them when it ends (store
or discard). Because we declare everything ahead of time, the driver knows
exactly what to expect and it can optimize how the render pass is executed.
Here are a few examples of the optimizations that can be made:
• Specified dependencies between subpasses enable us to render indepen-
dent subpasses in parallel or even out of order without synchronization.
• Vulkan introduced the concept of transient attachments. Transient
attachments can be used when they only ever reside on the device.
In this case, the memory never needs to be written to main memory
and can only live in the device’s cache. This reduces latency, saves
bandwidth, and improves power efficiency.
• Because each subpass includes information about what to do with its
attachments, the driver can schedule clears far ahead of real render-
ing work, or to intelligently decide what method to use to clear an
attachment.
• Sometimes the layout of the data is different for optimal rendering and
reading via texture units. By analyzing the data dependencies, drivers
can decide when it is best to perform layout changes, decompression
or format conversion. This work can also be interleaved with rendering
work, which also improves efficiency.
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Render passes are another Vulkan feature that presents many opportuni-
ties for optimization that were not possible with previous APIs.
2.1.6 Multi-threading
In the early days of OpenGL, all of the consumer processors were single core.
Clock speed was the ruling factor in determining processor performance. Be-
cause of that, OpenGL was not designed with multithreading in mind and
does not allow rendering calls to be made from more than one thread con-
currently. Around 2005, as it became increasingly more difficult to increase
the clock speed, processor architecture shifted towards multi-core design.
OpenGL’s old design, however, does not make use of the extra cores and
requires synchronization of the draw calls which can be so significant that
it, in the end, leads to a decrease in performance. In contrast to OpenGL,
Vulkan was created from the ground up to be thread-friendly. There are two
main differences that make multithreading feasible in Vulkan:
• Stateless design: With OpenGL, the API requires the driver to man-
age the global state. This means that the developers’ options are very
limited when it comes to multithreading since all state modifications
need to be synchronized on the driver level. With Vulkan, the state
management is deferred to the application making the driver stateless.
This enables the developers to employ more efficient synchronization
techniques tailored to their requirements. In many cases, a good de-
sign can completely avoid accessing objects from multiple threads at
the same time.
• Separation of command generation and execution: Generation
of rendering commands is the most CPU intensive task in the render-
ing pipeline. In OpenGL, each draw call is immediately executed and
to control the order in which the objects are rendered, we need to in-
voke draw calls sequentially. This means one thread needs to do all the
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intensive work. Vulkan solves this by separating the generation and ex-
ecution of commands. Commands can be recorded asynchronously into
multiple command buffers. These are then submitted to the command
queue, which is processed by another thread that executes commands
on the device. Example of such workflow is presented in figure 2.4.
Unlike the generation, the execution of commands is relatively cheap
and can be done by a single thread without impacting the performance.
Figure 2.4: Vulkan command buffer multithreading. Command buffers can
be constructed in parallel and then submitted to the command queue by a
separate submission thread. Source: Khronos4.
In section 2.1.4, we talked about pipelines, specifically how Vulkan re-
quires the pipeline state to be recorded into pipeline objects in advance.
Because the Vulkan driver is stateless, this work can also be parallelized.
This significantly speeds up the application loading times, because pipeline
generation is an intensive task due to the shader compilation and linking.
Vulkan opens up many possibilities to speed up rendering by distributing
work among multiple threads. Developers can consequentially make bet-
ter use of today’s multi-core processors, allowing them to employ rendering
4https://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/
vulkan-overview.pdf
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strategies that were not possible with previous APIs. A more detailed anal-
ysis of the Vulkan’s multi-threaded capabilities is presented in [27, 28].
2.2 Physically based rendering
Rendering is a process of automatically generating an image from a virtual
scene that is usually a description of a 2D or 3D model or multiple models.
Because this is a very broad task, there are many different techniques to
approach it. Approaches that fall under physically based rendering attempt
to achieve photorealism by simulating light based on the laws of physics.
This may seem like the obvious way to approach rendering, but it has only
been widely adopted in practice over the past 20 years. This is mostly due
to the limitations of the technology, and it is only since recently that we can
employ physically based rendering techniques in real-time.
The goal of physically based rendering is to create an image of a scene that
is indistinguishable from a photograph of that same scene. It is important to
note that the term indistinguishable is imprecise because a human is involved,
and different observers may perceive the same image differently. Generally,
we are satisfied with a physically accurate simulation of the light and its
interaction with the visualized model.
Photorealistic rendering is used in many fields of work and has a large
number of different applications. In entertainment applications like video
games, photorealism improves the immersiveness by making the user forget
that he is looking at an artificially generated environment. Same applies for
the movie industry, even more so, because computer-generated images are
often merged with the recorded footage and it is much more apparent if the
lighting of the generated parts of the image is incorrect. There are also many
other more serious applications, for example in the medical field, photorealis-
tic images are generated from data produced by computed tomography (CT),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or ultrasound imaging. This images can
then serve doctors to get a better insight into a patient’s body and provide
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them with better treatment. Overall, physically based rendering became an
indispensable tool in many fields, and because of that, a significant amount
of effort is being invested in improving the existing methods.
2.2.1 Global illumination
In computer graphics, the term global illumination stands for a process of
simulating indirect lighting. Unlike direct illumination that only takes into
account the light that directly illuminates an object, global illumination takes
into account all of the inter-reflected light in a scene. This means that the
light can bounce off of many surfaces in the scene before reaching the eye.
By modelling indirect lighting, we can achieve effects that make the virtual
world seem more connected and realistic. A most noticeable example of
global illumination is color bleeding, where, for example, a light hitting a
green object will cause green light to be bounced onto the nearby objects.
Another example of indirect lighting is when the light enters a room through
the window and then bounces around the room, illuminating it. Both of the
examples can be observed in figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Comparison between renders of the same scene, where in the
left render direct illumination is used and in the right global lighting is used.
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Global illumination produces very realistic images, but computing it ac-
curately and physically correctly is not trivial. In order to render the scene,
we need to evaluate radiance for each ray reaching the camera.
Formalization
Early days of the global illumination started with Arthur Appel’s ray cast-
ing paper [29]. Turner Whitted expanded on that in paper [30], where he
explored the recursive nature of light and defined how to include specular re-
flections and transmission in rendered images by using ray tracing. Most of
the current global illumination methods expand on that idea. In general, we
can define the amount of light coming from the visible points in the scene as
a sum of emitted (if the point is part of a light source) and reflected radiance
in that point. This was formalized in the form of light transport equation 2.1
(often referred to as the rendering equation) by James T. Kajiya in [1]. Equa-
tion defines outgoing radiance Lo(p, ωo) from a point p in direction ωo as a
sum of emitted radiance at that point in the same direction, Le(p, ωo), and
irradiance Li(p, ωi) from all directions on the sphere S
2 around p scaled by
the bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) f(p, ωo, ωi) and an
absolute cosine of the angle between incident ray and points’ normal.
Lo(p, ωo) = Le(p, ωo) +
∫
S2
f(p, ωo, ωi)Li(p, ωi)|cosθi|dωi (2.1)
From the equation 2.1, we can see that the output radiance of point p
depends on the incoming radiance of every other point, which also depend
on p. This means that the integral is recursively defined and it is impossible
to solve it analytically except for the simplest of scenes. In order to solve it,
we need to either simplify it and lose physical correctness or use numerical
integration techniques that can solve infinite-dimensional integrals.
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2.2.2 Monte Carlo integration
Randomness and uncertainty are key elements of many algorithms. We can
broadly classify randomized algorithms in two categories: Las Vegas and
Monte Carlo. The main difference between Las Vegas and Monte Carlo
techniques is related to the result they produce. Las Vegas methods always
produce the same result, while Monte Carlo methods produce a result with a
positive variance. By averaging the results of multiple runs of a Monte Carlo
algorithm, using the same input, we get an estimator with lower variance
than that of each sample, converging to the true value by the law of large
numbers [31].
For numerical integration, we typically use techniques like trapezoidal
integration or Gaussian quadrature. These methods are very effective when
solving low-dimensional smooth integrals. However, when we have a very
complex infinite-dimensional and discontinuous integrand, like in the case
of path tracing, these methods are not feasible or are computationally too
expensive. For such integrals, we can use stochastic numerical integration
methods called Monte Carlo methods [2]. Their main advantage is that
the convergence rate is independent of the dimensionality of the integrand.
Another very useful property of Monte Carlo integration is that we only need
to be able to evaluate an integrand f(x) at random points in the domain in
order to compute its integral. This makes Monte Carlo integration very easy
to implement and applicable to a wide variety of integrands.
Suppose that we would like to compute an integral
∫ b
a
f(x) dx. We can
estimate its value with a Monte Carlo estimator:
〈If〉 =
b− a
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi), (2.2)
where X is a collection of independently and identically distributed (IID)
random variables on interval [a, b] with a probability distribution function
(PDF) p(x) = 1
b−a . It says that the expected value of this estimator E[〈If〉]
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is equal to the integral. We can show that this is indeed the case:
E[〈If〉] = E
[
b− a
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi)
]
=
b− a
n
n∑
i=1
E[f(Xi)]
= (b− a)
∫ b
a
f(x)p(x) dx
= (b− a)
∫ b
a
f(x)
1
b− a
dx
=
∫ b
a
f(x) dx
= I
(2.3)
The main disadvantage of the basic Monte Carlo integration is the slow
convergence rate. It has been shown that error of the estimate decreases at
the rate of O(
√
N), the derivation of which is presented in Veach’s thesis [32].
In other words, to cut the error in half, we need to evaluate four times as many
samples. This is problematic in path tracing because the radiance function
is computationally expensive to evaluate since we are generally required to
trace one or more rays in order to compute radiance.
Importance sampling
As we mentioned above, the Monte Carlo estimator that we defined is basic,
because it only works with the uniform PDF. However, it is possible to lift
the constraint to IID random variables with a generalization of the estima-
tor, which allows us to chose arbitrary PDF p(x) that random variables in
collection X are drawn from:
〈If〉 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
. (2.4)
The only limitation on p(x) is that f(x) 6= 0 =⇒ p(x) > 0. Similarly as
with non-generalized estimator, we can show that the expected value is still
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the integral of f :
E[〈If〉] = E
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
E
[
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫ b
a
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
p(Xi) dx
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫ b
a
f(Xi) dx
=
∫ b
a
f(x) dx
= I
(2.5)
With the generalized estimator, we can exploit the fact that it converges
more quickly if the samples are taken from a distribution p(x) that is similar
to function f(x). This can be observed from the variance of the estimator:
V ar(〈If〉) = V ar
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
)
=
1
n2
n∑
i=1
V ar
(
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
)
=
1
n
V ar
(
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
)
=
1
n
E
[
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
− E
[
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
]]2
=
1
n
E
[
f(Xi)
p(Xi)
− I
]2
=
1
n
∫ b
a
(
f(x)
p(x)
− I
)2
p(x) dx
=
1
n
∫ b
a
(f(x)− p(x)I)2
p(x)
dx
(2.6)
as p(x) = f(x)
I
=⇒ V ar(〈If〉) = 0.
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The basic idea of importance sampling [33] is to reduce the variance
by sampling the integrand with probability proportional to its value. But
finding such a PDF requires that we know the value of the integral that we
are trying to estimate. Because of that, we usually estimate the PDF based
on the properties of the integrand. Luckily it is not too hard to find good
PDFs for many integration problems in path tracing.
2.2.3 Path tracing
Path tracing was the first general-purpose Monte Carlo light transport al-
gorithm used in graphics. It was first introduced in the Kajiya’s paper [1],
the same one that defined the rendering equation. Path tracing is a global
illumination algorithm that tries to account for a variety of light interactions
with the environment. The basic idea of path tracing is to compute radiance
by generating light paths (a chain of rays), which consist of scattering events
that define the amount of radiance that is contributed. It simulates full paths
of light from a light source to the camera, as shown in figure 2.6, hence the
name path tracing.
The core of the path tracing algorithm is Monte Carlo integration. We
use it to solve the light transport equation 2.1. Each path generated by the
path tracing algorithm provides a single or multiple samples for the Monte
Carlo integration. We accumulate the samples for each pixel by adding the
samples of the paths that end in the given pixel. This way, as defined by
Monte Carlo integration, the irradiance estimate for a given pixel converges
towards true value as the algorithm progresses.
A single iteration of the path tracing algorithm (simulation of single light
path) usually consists of the following stages:
1. Ray generation: We generate a ray per pixel or a subset of pixels of
the camera’s image. In path tracing, we trace each ray in the opposite
direction of the light. This means that each ray starts at the camera
and ends at one of the light sources in the scene. Generally, only a
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Figure 2.6: Example of simulated paths of light in path tracing.
small portion of the light hits the camera, and because of that, tracing
in the opposite direction of the light is much more efficient.
2. Intersection testing: For each ray, we need to find an intersection
point with the scene. The scene is usually represented by many dif-
ferent shapes. These shapes can be defined implicitly (spheres, planes,
tori) or explicitly as a collection of primitives (triangles, voxels). The
intersection testing is the most expensive stage of the path tracing al-
gorithm and we usually employ acceleration structures that speed it
up.
3. Scene interaction: Scene interaction occurs when the ray ωo inter-
sects a shape at a point p. Usually, we simplify the model and assume
that there is a vacuum between shapes in the scene. The emitted ra-
diance of interaction is defined by Le(p, ωo) and the BSDF f(p, ωo, ωi),
which describes the contribution of the incident ray ωi that is sampled
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based on some distribution (importance sampling 2.2.2). In order to
evaluate radiance incoming from the sampled incident ray, we need to
repeat and evaluate incident ray’s interaction with the scene.
We have defined how to simulate a single path, but as we can see, each
path simulation repeats indefinitely. Luckily, we can take advantage of the
fact that for physically correct scenes that respect the conservation of energy,
paths with more bounces overall scatter less light than paths with fewer
bounces. This means we could terminate the paths early, for example, after
a certain number of bounces or after the radiance contribution would fall
under some threshold. However, this kind of solutions are biased and will
not give correct results as some of the energy will be lost.
A solution to this problem is a Russian roulette termination, that allows
us to stop after a finite number of bounces without introducing bias. It does
that by sampling a random value ξ and if ξ < q, where q is the termination
probability, we terminate the path. But if the ξ ≥ q we continue the path
and divide the radiance by (1 − q) in order to account for the samples that
are skipped due to the early termination. We can choose q according to the
radiance of the path (the darker the path, the higher the q will be).
2.2.4 Bidirectional scattering distribution functions
We have already established that BSDF is a key component of the light
transfer equation. It describes how the light interacts with the surface.
BSDF is the generalization of the bidirectional reflection distribution func-
tion (BRDF) and bidirectional transmission distribution function (BTDF).
BRDF function fr(p, ωo, ωi) defines how much of incident light along ωi is
scattered from the surface in the direction ωo. BTDF is defined similarly, only
that the ωo and ωi are not on the same side of the surface. As the names im-
ply, BRDF describes the reflectance and BTDF describes the transmittance.
Combining them in BSDF allows us to describe how the light scatters in all
directions around point p.
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Figure 2.7: Bidirectional scattering distribution function defined as a com-
bination of bidirectional reflectance and transmittance distribution function.
Source Wikipedia5.
In order to be physically correct, the BSDF function must have the fol-
lowing properties:
• Reciprocity: The Helmholtz reciprocity principle describes how a ray
of light and its reverse ray encounter matched interactions. This implies
that the same amount of radiance is scattered if we reverse the direction
of the light.
fr(p, ωo, ωi) = fr(p, ωi, ωo) (2.7)
• Positivity: Both incident and exitant radiance must be positive.
fr ≥ 0 (2.8)
• Energy conservation: The total energy of light reflected is less or
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bidirectional scattering distribution function
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equal to the energy of incident light.∫
fr(p, ωo, ω
′)cosθdω′ ≤ 1 (2.9)
BSDFs can be specified in many different forms such as:
• Measured: Such BSDFs are captured directly from real objects using
calibrated cameras and light sources. There exist many databases, such
as [34], containing reflectance functions for many different materials.
• Modeled: Analytical models that try to describe the properties of real-
world surfaces. These models can give us a very good approximation
of material and are usually very easy to use since they have intuitive
parameters that define reflection distribution, such as roughness and
metalness.
• Simulated: Sometimes, we know low-level information about the com-
position of a surface. With it, we can simulate scattering from the
micro-geometry in order to define a reflection model.
• Physical: We can derive some reflection models using a detailed model
of light and compute how it scatters from a surface with known prop-
erties. These models tend to be very expensive to compute and are
usually not considerably more accurate.
In this work we will primarily focus on modeled BSDFs due to their
simplicity.
Lambertian reflection model
Lambertian model is one of the simplest scattering models. It models scatter-
ing from a perfectly diffuse surface that scatters incident illumination equally
in all directions. Even though such surfaces do not exist in the real world, the
Lambertian model is a reasonable approximation to many real-world surfaces
such as matte paint.
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Because the Lambertian model scatters the light equally in all directions,
the BRDF value is constant in all directions:
BRDFlamb =
kd
π
(2.10)
where kd denotes the material’s albedo.
Specular reflection and transmission model
The simplest case of light scattering is when the light interacts with a per-
fectly smooth surface. Such surfaces exhibit perfect specular reflection and
transmission of the incident light. This means that for every ωi, all of the
light is scattered in a single outgoing direction ωr. For specular reflection,
the outgoing direction makes the same angle with the normal as the incom-
ing direction θi = θr. For the transmission, however, we need to take into
account the light’s refraction. This is done by employing Snell’s law, which
establishes a relationship between the angle θt between the transmitted di-
rection ωt and the surface normal n and the angle θi between the incident
ray ωi and the surface normal n:
ηi sinθi = ηt sinθt (2.11)
where ηi is the index of refraction of the incident medium and ηt is the index of
refraction of the refractive medium. In general, the index of refraction varies
between different wavelengths which in practice produces an effect known
as dispersion, but it is a common practice to simplify this and assume all
wavelengths have the same index of refraction. This significantly simplifies
light transport calculations, and the dispersion effect is generally not crucial
for visual accuracy.
We now know how to compute the reflected and transmitted direction, but
we still need to determine the fraction of the incoming light that is reflected
or transmitted. This term is computed using Fresnel equations. More on
the topic of how Fresnel equations govern the ratio between reflected and
transmitted light for both dielectric and conductor materials can be found
in [35].
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Using all of the above we can now define specular BSDF as:
BSDFspec = BRDFspec +BTDFspec (2.12)
BRDFspec = Fr(ωr)
δ(ωi − ωr)
|cosθi|
(2.13)
BTDFspec =
η2t
η2i
(1− Fr(ωr))
δ(ωi − ωt)
|cosθi|
(2.14)
where Fr(ωr) is the Fersnel term and δ is the Dirac delta function.
Microfacet models
Most surfaces in the real world are not perfectly specular or diffuse. Mod-
elling physically plausible light interaction with such surfaces is impossible
with the above two models. Microfacet models address this by modelling
rough surfaces as a collection of small microfacets. Microfacet BSDF models
work by statistically modelling the scattering of light from a large collec-
tion of microfacets. These are usually described with heightfields, and the
distribution of facet orientations is described statistically.
Microfacet theory goes a long way back. First microfacet models were
introduced to graphics in 1982 by Cook and Torrance in [36], based on the
earlier work from optics [37] that explored modeling light reflection from
rough surfaces. This model was later generalized by Stam in [38] to consider
both reflection and transmission, forming the combined BSDF. His micro-
facet model permits a variety of facet distributions, such as Beckmann and
GGX [39], which makes it very useful in practice. Nearly all BSDFs in ren-
dering today use or have been inspired by the microfacet theory [40].
Microfacet models usually consist of two main components: a represen-
tation of the distribution of facets and a BSDF that describes how light
scatters from an individual microfacet. Using these, we need to derive ei-
ther a closed-form (preferred) or open-form (stochastically evaluated) BSDF
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that describes scattering from such surfaces. In practice, many different BS-
DFs are used for microfacet reflections, such as perfect mirror, specular and
Lambertian, of which the first one is the most common.
To correctly compute the reflection, we must also take into account the
local lighting interactions at the microfacet level. Microfacets may shadow
other microfacets in the vicinity, or a microfacet could reflect more light due
to interreflections. Several such examples are shown in figure 2.8. Generally,
BSDFs try to make the best approximations possible, while still maintaining
easy to evaluate expressions.
Figure 2.8: Three important geometric effects that should be considered
when using microfacet reflection models. (a) Masking: the microfacet is
occluded from the viewer by another microfacet. (b) Shadowing: the micro-
facet is occluded from the light. (c) Interreflection: light bounces among the
microfacets before reaching the viewer. Source: Physically Based Rendering
book6.
2.2.5 Acceleration structures
The most computationally expensive part of path tracing is intersection test-
ing with the scene. There are many different acceleration techniques that re-
6http://www.pbr-book.org/3ed-2018/Reflection Models/Microfacet Models.html
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duce the performance impact of intersection testing, such as early ray termi-
nation, adaptive sampling, using more generalized rays and using acceleration
structures. The acceleration structures usually provide the most significant
speed up. In this chapter, we will do an overview of acceleration structures
that are commonly used in path tracing.
When it comes to path tracing, the most commonly used acceleration
structures are:
• Uniform grids: The uniform grid is the simplest of all acceleration
structures for ray tracing. It was introduced by Fujimoto in [3]. The
idea behind it is to subdivide the scene into a uniform grid of voxels,
where each voxel contains a list of triangles that intersect it. Intersec-
tion testing is done by traversing the voxels intersected by the ray and
testing the lists of triangles contained in traversed voxels.
• Octrees: An octree is a tree-like hierarchical structure in which each
internal node has exactly eight child nodes. Internal nodes partition
the space into eight equally sized octants. Leaf nodes contain the ge-
ometry that is located in that particular space. It was first presented
by Meagher in [4]. Unlike uniform grids, it does not encode the empty
space and is consequentially much more efficient. Intersection testing
is done by traversing the hierarchy and performing intersection tests
on nodes, continuing only if the node is intersected by the ray. Once
the leaf node is reached, all the contained triangles are tested.
• k-d trees: k-d tree, introduced in [5], is also a tree-like structure like
octree. However k-d tree is a binary tree (internal node has only two
child nodes) and does not partition the space in equally sized sub-
spaces, but instead chooses an axis-perpendicular splitting plane that
subdivides the space. The traversal itself is done in the same man-
ner as with octree. On average, k-d tree are considered as the fastest
acceleration structures on CPU as concluded by the [41].
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• Bounding volume hierarchies (BVH): BVH, as the name implies,
is also a hierarchical scene partitioning structure. It differs from the
spatial subdivision techniques by partitioning objects as opposed to
space. A hierarchy of bounding volumes consists of internal nodes that
contain a collection of children, which can be either internal nodes with
associated bounding volumes or leaves with a collection of geometry.
BVHs are typically used on many-core architectures like GPUs as they
perform better than k-d tree, as shown in the [6].
Figure 2.9: 2D example that shows the BVH structure and how it partitions
the objects (triangles). Source: Nvidia7.
Performance of all listed acceleration structures was evaluated on GPU
in the [42]. The author concluded that BVHs are the most efficient. But it is
important to note that the performance is greatly dependent on the quality
of the BVH.
When designing a BVH, we first need to select a bounding volume. On the
one hand, we would like to use low memory footprint bounding volumes with
which we can easily perform intersection tests and distance computations.
On the other hand, we would like bounding volumes to fit the objects very
tightly. One of the most commonly used bounding volumes that fits the
7https://devblogs.nvidia.com/thinking-parallel-part-ii-tree-traversal-gpu/
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requirements is an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB). For the purpose of
this work, we will also focus on AABBs.
BVH construction and the surface area heuristic
Construction of BVH usually falls in one of three primary categories:
• Top-down methods: Top-down methods start with a root node that
consists of all the primitives. They proceed by partitioning nodes,
starting with the root node, recursively until each node contains only
a single primitive or the termination condition is reached.
• Bottom-up methods: Bottom-up methods start with leaf nodes,
where each leaf node contains a single primitive. They then start group-
ing the nodes either into leaf nodes with multiple primitives or internal
nodes until only a single node remains.
• Insertion methods: Unlike the previous two categories of methods,
the insertion methods build the tree by inserting the primitives into an
existing tree. They usually chose the insertion location according to a
cost metric.
The goal of all construction methods is to select a partitioning of primi-
tives that produces minimal overlap of the bounding boxes. Selecting a good
partitioning is not a trivial task, as a specific approach can work well for
some distributions of primitives and bad for others. Most of the state of
the art algorithms are based on the surface area heuristic (SAH), introduced
in [43]. SAH estimates the computational expense of ray intersection tests
for a particular partitioning of primitives. It takes into account both the cost
of the traversal and the cost of ray-primitive intersection tests. Algorithms
typically use a greedy approach that minimizes the cost of each node while
it is being built.
The idea of SAH is that we can at any point during the construction
of a BVH estimate if it is more efficient to create a leaf or partition the
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primitives in a specific way that is determined by the algorithm. To estimate
the cost of creating a leaf we compute equation 2.15, where L is a set of
primitives considered for a leaf and tisect is the function that determines
primitive intersection cost.
sah(L) =
NL∑
i=1
tisect(li) (2.15)
The cost of partitioning can be computed by equation 2.16, where A
and B are sets of primitives considered for child nodes, pA and pB are the
probabilities that the ray passes through the child nodes, and tisect is the
function that determines primitive intersection cost. How the primitives are
partitioned affects both the probabilities and sets of primitives considered
for child nodes.
sah(A,B) = ttrav + pA
NA∑
i=1
tisect(ai) + pB
NB∑
i=1
tisect(bi) (2.16)
We can compute the probabilities pA and pB as:
p(C|P ) = SC
SP
(2.17)
where SC and SP are the surface areas of child volume C and parent
volume P . p(C|P ) denotes the conditional probability that a random ray
passing through P will also pass through C.
When partitioning it is typically too computationally expensive to con-
sider all 2n possible partitions along each axis, computing SAH for each
to select the best. Because of that, we usually divide the axis range in a
predetermined number of buckets and considering partitions only at bucket
boundaries.
Spatial splits
Most of the BVH construction algorithms perform splitting on a per-primitive
basis. When dealing with mesh geometry, we do not use information about
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the surrounding geometry into account. This means that the primitives’
AABBs tend to be unaligned, which results in unnecessary node overlap
and BVH quality degradation. Spatial splits introduced in [44] address this
problem by considering an entire set of primitives in a node and splitting the
geometry if the estimated cost can be reduced.
Overall the construction of split bounding volume hierarchy (SBVH) is
very similar to the ordinary BVH construction. SBVH, however, makes sev-
eral modifications. Unlike BVH, SVBH operates on primitive references and
not directly on primitives. References can be split, i.e. duplicated during
the construction which allows that the primitive is only partially contained
in the node’s bounding volume. This gives us much more freedom when de-
ciding how to partition a node, but also makes the process of finding good
partitioning more complex.
The SBVH partitioning algorithm consists of three steps:
1. Find an object split candidate: This step is the same as the con-
ventional BVH node SAH split search.
2. Find a spatial split candidate: In this step, we perform chopped
binning. This is a process in which we chop the considered primitives
into N bins. We do this by incrementing bin’s entry and exit counters,
where the entry counter denotes the number of new primitive references
that are included with this bin and the exit counter denotes the number
of primitive references that are excluded from this bin on. Simple
example of chopped binning is shown in figure 2.10. Using the bins, we
can now find the best split position in the same manner as the object
split.
3. Select a spatial split candidate: We chose the winner between ob-
ject split and spatial split candidate based on the SAH cost. The node
is then partitioned according to the winning candidate if the criterion
for creating a leaf is not met.
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Figure 2.10: Primitives chopped into bins. The resulting volumes are used
in partitioning to grow child volumes. The top row shows the entry and exit
counters. Source: [44].
SBVH provides significantly improved culling efficiency over the conven-
tional BVH. Example of this can be observed in figure 2.11. In experiments
made by the authors of the SBVH paper, it consistently outperforms con-
ventional BVH and several other optimized variants.
Figure 2.11: Comparison between BVH (left) and SBVH (right) partition-
ing of a node containing two triangles. Source: [44].
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Chapter 3
Implementation
3.1 Vulkan abstraction framework
In section 2.1, we introduced Vulkan and compared it with previous graphics
APIs. We established that it is a much lower-level graphics API, mean-
ing that it exposes many of the things previously handled by the driver to
the developer. This does, in turn, make it simpler to get better and more
predictable performance and provide compatibility between different GPU
vendors, but as a consequence makes Vulkan much harder to use. To alle-
viate the inherent complexity and reduce the application responsibility, we
implemented a Vulkan abstraction framework. It attempts to bridge the gap
between previous graphics APIs and Vulkan by making API easier to use
while still preserving Vulkan semantics.
When we designed this framework we had the following goals in mind:
• Provide an object-oriented Vulkan solution.
• Enforce correct construction and destruction order of Vulkan resources.
• Integrate and hide the dynamic dispatching of Vulkan functions.
• Reduce the amount of work that the developer is required to do while
still maintaining Vulkan’s flexibility.
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• Provide Vulkan configuration structures that use standard library
(STL) containers.
• Provide shader reflection functionality.
• Simplify management of memory allocations and memory bindings.
• Most importantly, introduce as little overhead as possible.
3.1.1 Wrapping Vulkan
Like its predecessor OpenGL, Vulkan is also a C API, i.e. has free function
entry points. However, in practice, it is mostly used with C++, the ex-
ception being embedded systems programming. This is because C++ adds
an object-oriented layer on top of the procedural programming language C.
Object-oriented programming translates to better productivity and organi-
zation of code and because rendering engines are typically very complex
pieces of software, having a well-organized codebase can significantly speed
up the development. Besides object-oriented programming, C++ provides
many other features that ease the development, and it does that while still
maintaining the performance on the level of programs written in C.
Due to the popularity of C++, Vulkan software development kit (SDK)
includes C++ bindings with a library called VulkanHpp [45] since version
1.0.24. It adds features like type safety for enums and bitfields, STL container
support, exceptions and simple enumerations. However, it does not provide
RAII [46], and Vulkan objects are still unaware of each other even though they
logically depend on each other. In our abstraction framework, we addressed
both of these issues.
The devices, queues, and other entities in Vulkan are represented by
Vulkan objects. At the API level, all objects are referred to by handles.
Our abstraction framework, diagram of which is shown in figure 3.1, pro-
vides a wrapper class for every Vulkan object handle. The purpose of the
wrappers is to make handles that logically depend on each other aware of
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Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the structure of the Vulkan abstraction frame-
work. Blue lines represent the composition association with either one-to-one
or one-to-many relation. Green arrows indicate that the object is required
in order to create the object the arrow is pointing to but does not directly
depend on it. Orange arrows denote inheritance, for example, VMABuffer
extends Buffer.
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each other. For example, in order to create a command buffer, we need to
create a Vulkan instance, physical device, logical device, command pool and
then the command buffer. Logically, the command buffer depends on all of
the objects we needed to create prior to creating it, and making it aware of
those objects allows us to provide several convenient functionalities:
• We can enforce the correct construction and destruction order. For
example, in Vulkan destroying an object on which other objects depend
results in undefined behaviour. We prevent this from happening by
also destroying all the objects that depend on the object that will be
destroyed. Besides providing safety, this is also convenient when we
intentionally want to destroy an object and everything that depends
on it. When destroying an object, we also need to make the user aware
that the object that was destroyed is no longer valid. This is achieved
by marking the object wrapper invalid via the validity flag that each
object wrapper holds.
• Most of the Vulkan calls require the logical device, with which the
object was created, to be passed along to the call. This means that
every time a user wants to do something with an object, he also needs
access to the correct logical device. Making an object aware of its origin
logical device allows us to handle this for the user in the abstraction
framework’s wrapper.
• Vulkan commands are not necessarily exposed statically on a platform.
Because of that, Vulkan provides dynamic dispatching by exposing a
function that allows us to load command function pointers. It is the
user’s job to load and manage the function pointers. It gets even more
complex when we deal with a heterogeneous collection of hardware and
software. When this is the case, we need to load and manage functions
for each logical device separately. In the abstraction framework, we
solve this by loading and storing command function pointers in the
instance and logical device wrapper objects. Because each object has
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access to the logical device and the instance it was created with, it can
directly access the loaded function pointers as shown in figure 3.1.1,
elevating the need to manage the command function pointer manually.
Figure 3.2: Schema displaying dynamic dispatching in the Vulkan abstrac-
tion framework.
One key feature of Vulkan handles is that they have a very small foot-
print (size of a pointer) and are trivially copyable. We did not want to
sacrifice that in the abstraction framework. Because of that, we have also
implemented handles that hold the standard library’s shared pointer to the
wrapper’s implementation, making the memory footprint of the framework
handles similar to that of Vulkan’s handles.
3.1.2 Shader reflection
As we have discussed in 2.1.3, the Vulkan API does not provide any sup-
port for shader reflection. There are two ways to address this problem. We
can provide shader resource description along with the shaders, or we can
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implement our own shader reflection. The advantage of the first is that we
do not need to parse the shader, but the disadvantage is that we need to be
careful that the description matches the shader. When editing the shader, it
is not uncommon to produce incompatible description due to human error.
The second approach is more consistent because the shader itself provides
information about its resources, but it comes at a performance cost (shader
parsing). However, this is usually acceptable, because shader loading is com-
monly done in the offline part of the application (not during the rendering).
In the abstraction framework, we have decided to implement the second
approach. We perform shader reflection with the help of the SPIR-V Cross [7]
library that provides the SPIR-V parsing functionality. It is important to
note, though, that the use of shader reflection is completely optional. It can
be disabled using a preprocessor definition when compiling the abstraction
framework, thus eliminating any overhead introduced by it. When not dis-
abled, shader reflection is performed immediately after loading a shader, and
the reflected data is stored in the shader’s wrapper. We extract the following
information from the shader:
• Entry point information:
– Name of the entry point function.
– Shader stage (vertex, fragment, compute, etc.)
• Descriptor information:
– Name of the descriptor.
– Descriptor set (number).
– Descriptor binding (number).
– Array size. May either be a constant value or an expression when
a specialization constant is used to determine the array’s size. If
the descriptor does not hold an array, this value is set to 1.
– Descriptor type that is one of the types described in the sec-
tion 2.1.3.
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• Vertex attribute information:
– Name of the vertex attribute.
– Attribute location.
– Size of the individual element.
– Vulkan format of the individual element.
• Push constant information:
– Offset in bytes from the begining of the push constant buffer.
– Size of the push constant.
• Specialization constant information:
– Name of the specialization constant.
– Identifier of the specialization constant.
– Size of the constant’s underlying type.
With all information extracted, we still need to merge shaders into pro-
grams, and for that, we need merged reflection information. To retrieve the
final reflection information, the user must pass all of the shaders that will be
used in the program to the program reflection function, along with the entry
points and values of the specialization constants. This function combines
the reflection information and evaluates specialization constant expressions
using the specified constants. With the final reflection information, the user
now has all the information that is required to create Vulkan descriptor set
layouts and pipeline layouts.
3.1.3 Memory allocation
With the abstraction framework, we also wanted to address one of the biggest
challenges that the developer faces when developing a Vulkan application,
memory management. As we discussed in section 2.1.2, Vulkan exposes full
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control over the memory to the user. Implementing memory management
that is fast and robust is very difficult, and because of that, we have decided
to integrate AMD’s VMA in the abstraction framework. It provides very
efficient memory management by allocating large chunks of memory and
implementing paging on top of it, thus minimizing the number of operating
system allocation calls.
Like Vulkan, VMA also provides a C like API and expects the user to
manage allocation objects through their lifespan. In the abstraction frame-
work, we alleviate the need to manage allocation objects similarly as we do
with Vulkan objects. We introduce a Memory Allocator wrapper that wraps
the allocator provided by the VMA library and is responsible for the creation
of the resources such as buffers, images and acceleration structures. For each
resource, we introduce an additional wrapper: VMA buffer, VMA image and
VMA acceleration structure. These wrappers inherit from the base Vulkan
resource wrappers and additionally store the memory allocation information
provided by the allocator.
Unlike the base Vulkan resource wrappers, where the memory is required
to be bound to the resource after its creation, these resources are already
backed by memory immediately after being created by the Memory Allo-
cator. During the creation, users are only required to specify the desired
properties of the memory, such as device and host visibility, memory types
and optionally custom memory pool if custom memory management is imple-
mented. Additionally, all of the VMA resource wrappers provide a convenient
way to map the memory that is backing the resource or directly write to it.
It is important to note, though, that this only works with the host visible
resources. To write to resources that are visible only to the device, one must
still use command buffers and staging buffers to initialize that memory.
Defragmentation
Another problem when managing memory is fragmentation. This is a prob-
lem that troubles every memory allocator. Memory fragmentation is a phe-
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nomenon, in which storage space is used inefficiently due to sub-optimal
alignment of the allocated memory segments. This typically occurs when
allocating and freeing memory segments of different sizes. Unfortunately, in
practice, this is often the case.
Luckily, the VMA provides both host and GPU memory defragmentation
functionality. In the abstraction framework, we expose this functionality
with the Memory Allocator wrapper. User can pass a list of VMA images
and buffers that he wants to be defragmented, and the Memory Allocator will
perform the defragmentation. The defragmentation itself is performed asyn-
chronously. This means that the user can defragment a subset of resources
that are not being used in the current rendering cycle without interrupting
the rendering. It is important that the rendering is interrupted as little as
possible because it typically causes stuttering and inconsistent performance.
3.2 Path tracing
In this section, we present our implementation of path tracing. In the scope
of this work, we implemented three path tracing renderers: CPU, GPU, and
RTX renderer. Our implementations expand on the implementations pre-
sented in [9] and are based on the Vulkan abstraction framework and addi-
tionally add support for the advanced multiple-scattering microfacet BSDF.
Of the three implementations, the latter two employ a graphical accelerator
to speed up the path tracing. The CPU renderer served mostly as a sandbox
environment that enabled us to debug BSDF implementations easily. GPU
renderer implements path tracing using compute shaders, and RTX renderer
implements path tracing using Nvidia’s ray tracing platform RTX [47], which
promises to significantly speed up applications where many ray-scene inter-
section tests are involved.
However, before we can dive into the path tracing implementations, we
must first present the scene’s data structure and the material model used by
the implementations.
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3.2.1 Scene graph
We have decided to implement our own scene graph because we could not
find any suitable open-source solution that could be used with all of the
renderers. Most of the existing solutions, such as OpenSceneGraph [11] and
OGRE [10], come in combination with a rendering engine or can only be
used with a specific graphical API, like OpenGL. Additionally, there exists
VulkanSceneGraph [12]; however, it is still under development. Such scene
graphs do not work for us because we would like to have a general scene
graph that could be used with all CPU, GPU and RTX implementations
without introducing unnecessary overhead.
Figure 3.3: Example of a simple scene graph with a root scene object and
four objects along with their components.
In our scene graph, an example of which is shown in figure 3.3, each node
is represented by an object. Each object holds references to its child objects
and optionally to the parent object, with the special case being scene objects
that have no parent. When designing the objects, we wanted them to be
as small as possible to improve cache coherency during the graph traversal.
Besides hierarchy data, each object holds a collection of components. The
purpose of components is to provide additional functionality and data to the
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object. In our renderers, we use the following components:
• Transform provides local rotation, translation and scaling information
for the object that owns the component and all of its descendants.
In addition to that, it provides a convenient way to retrieve global
rotation, translation and scale of the object.
• Perspective camera holds the information that is needed to define
perspective projection, such as aspect ratio, field of view, far plane,
and near plane.
• Mesh is one of the more essential components because it holds the
geometry data along with its material. Each mesh can consist of one
or more sub-meshes, where each sub-mesh has its own geometry and
material. Having sub-meshes allows us to reduce the size of the scene
graph because we do not have to represent parts of the mesh that have
different materials with multiple objects, but can do so with multiple
sub-meshes.
Geometry and material model
As we discussed, each sub-mesh can hold geometry and material. A geometry,
as the name implies, holds the geometric data of the object. This data
consists of vertex position, normals, tangents colors and texture coordinates.
It may additionally hold helper structures, such as local minimal bounding
boxes that assist us during the BVH construction.
For materials we adopted the physically-based metallic-roughness mate-
rial model. This model describes the material using the following properties:
• Base color represents the color of the material. It has two different
interpretations depending on the value of metalness. When the material
is a metal, the base color is the specific measured reflectance value
at normal incidence. For a non-metal, the base color represents the
reflected diffuse color of the material.
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• Metallic factor tells us if the material is a conductor or dielectric.
In the real world, a material can be either a conductor or a dielectric.
However, in the model, a factor on an interval of 0 to 1 is used. This
allows us to model imperfect surfaces, such as rusty metal, where the
rust is a dielectric, and with the help of the metalness factor, we can
model different levels of rustiness.
• Roughness factor specifies the roughness of the surface. Roughness
affects how the light scatters of off a surface and can be modeled nicely
with the microfacet models.
• Transmission factor defines the amount of light that is transmitted
through the surface.
• Index of refraction (IOR) is used to define the refraction between
two materials.
All of the above properties, except for IOR, can also be specified via
textures allowing us to add additional detail to the surfaces.
3.2.2 CPU renderer
With the scene graph and the material model defined, we can now introduce
the first of the three renderers, the CPU renderer. Before we begin with the
actual path tracing, we need to load the scene and build the acceleration
structures. In our implementation, we support loading from the GL trans-
mission format (glTF) 2.0 [13]. glTF is an open-source format that enables
efficient transmission and loading of 3D scenes and models. In combination
with Adobe thin transparency extension, that introduces transmission factor
and IOR to glTF, it provides all the data we need for the rendering.
Acceleration structures
After loading the scene, we need to build acceleration structures. In our
implementation, we decided to use BVH and SBVH acceleration structures,
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which are presented in section 2.2.5.
To efficiently accelerate intersection testing while still maintaining the
flexibility to apply the transformations to our objects easily, we have decided
to implement a two-level BVH. With two-level BVH, we build a separate
bottom-level BVH for every object with a mesh and a single top-level BVH
that contains all the bottom-level BVH structures. An example of such struc-
ture is shown in figure 3.4. Because transformations are applied to all the
geometry of an object, we do not need to rebuild the bottom-level BVH
structures. We only need to rebuild the top-level BVH with the transformed
bounding volumes of the bottom-level BVH structures. This takes signifi-
cantly less time because the number of objects is usually much lower than
the number of all triangles.
Figure 3.4: Example of a two-level BVH. The top-level BVH partitions all
the objects and the bottom-level BVH structures partition the geometry of
the objects.
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For both top and bottom-level BVH structures, we use SAH to guide the
partitioning. With bottom-level BVH structures, we additionally employ
spatial splitting that allows us to better partition the triangles of which
bounding boxes overlap. Both approaches are described in section 2.2.5.
Path tracing implementation
With everything set up, we can now begin with the path tracing. Our imple-
mentation of path tracing on the CPU is very similar to the one presented
in [9] with only several minor changes and upgrades that allow the usage of
our BSDF implementations. Path tracing is considered a perfectly parallel
problem because we can trace each ray independently of each other. This
implementation takes advantage of that by spawning multiple threads, where
each thread performs Monte Carlo integration on a segment of the viewport.
Single iteration of the path tracing itself consists of the following steps:
1. Ray generation: in this step, we first generate a sample for each
pixel. Samples are generated randomly within the pixel bounds using
the tent filter to reduce aliasing. For each generated sample, we then
generate a ray that starts in the camera’s origin and goes through the
sample on the image plane, where the focal length is computed from
the camera’s field of view.
2. Intersection testing: here we test if and where the ray intersects with
the scene. We do this by traversing the two-level BVH that partitions
our scene. First, we start with the top-level BVH traversal. When
processing a node of a BVH, we test if the ray intersects the node’s
bounding box. If it does, we continue the traversal with its child nodes;
otherwise, we terminate traversal of that branch. We repeat this until
we reach the leaf nodes that contain the objects. Here we continue
with bottom-level BVH structures of the reached objects. The traversal
process is the same as with the top-level BVH except that the leaf nodes
contain triangles instead of objects. We test all of the reached triangles
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to find the closest intersection point along with the triangle on which
this point lies.
3. Material lookup: after finding the intersection between the scene and
the ray, we need to perform the material lookup. During the material
lookup, we determine properties of the intersection point, such as color,
roughness, metalness, emission, IOR, and transmittance. This is done
by combining the object values and the intersection point values, which
are retrieved from the textures.
4. Determining the interaction type: with the properties of the in-
tersection point at hand, we can now determine the interaction type.
However, this step differs based on the used BSDF. Some examples of
interaction types are diffuse, conductor, and dielectric interaction.
5. BSDF sampling: after determining the interaction type, we add the
emission multiplied with the throughput mask to the accumulation
buffer and sample the appropriate BSDF based on the interaction type.
We apply the attenuation provided by the BSDF to the throughput
mask and update the ray direction based on the BSDF scattering. This
step, along with interaction types, is described more extensively in
section 3.2.5, where we describe the BSDFs that were used with our
implementations.
6. Russian roulette: finally, we perform Russian roulette. This is an
optimization step that allows us to perform early termination of rays
without introducing bias. It does that by terminating a ray with prob-
ability p, where in our case p = max(throughputRGB). If the ray is
terminated, we conclude the path tracing for this ray, otherwise, we
correct the throughput mask by dividing it with (1− p) (to not intro-
duce bias) and continue tracing the ray repeating the process from step
2.
We keep repeating the above steps (path tracing iterations), converging
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towards the true radiance as defined by the Monte Carlo integration.
3.2.3 GPU renderer
Like the CPU implementation, this one also upgrades the implementation
presented in [9]. We use the Vulkan abstraction framework described in 3.1
in order to reduce the complexity of the code and to use functionalities like
the memory allocator that it provides. In addition to that, we have also made
several optimizations, like the usage of specialization constants which allow us
to specify the number of used textures and reduce the number of descriptors
required by the pipeline. In our implementation, rendering to screen can also
be disabled as we do not need it for remote rendering, because it introduces
unnecessary overhead.
Initialization of rendering context
Before we start the path tracing, we first need to initialize Vulkan and the
rendering context. This is done in the following steps:
1. First, we create a Vulkan instance. The instance is the connection
between our renderer and the Vulkan driver. While creating it, we
additionally provide a pointer to the Vulkan loader function, that will
be used by the abstraction framework wrappers to load and invoke
correct Vulkan command function implementations dynamically.
2. Next, we need to select a physical device that will be used for rendering.
We select the device based on two criteria. First, we prefer discrete
GPUs over integrated GPUs, and second, the device must have a queue
family that supports compute operations. Note that each device owns
a number of queue families which represent a collection of queues that
support a specific type of operations.
3. After having selected a physical device, we can now create a logical
device. The logical device represents a connection between the appli-
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cation and the physical device. Here we must specify all the queue
families that we would like to use along with the number of queues
that will be used for each family.
4. We then create the command pool and the command buffers that are
used to record the rendering commands. Each command pool is bound
to a specific queue family. In our case, we create a command pool that
is bound to the compute queue family.
5. Next, we create the abstraction framework memory allocator that will
be used to allocate all the buffers and images required for the rendering.
6. With all the main components initialized, we can now initialize the
compute pipeline that will execute the path tracing. First, we load the
compute shader from the hard drive and perform shader reflection, us-
ing the abstraction framework. With the reflected shader data, we can
now generate the pipeline layout. Pipeline layout describes all of the
resources (descriptors) that are used by the pipeline. Unlike the graph-
ical pipeline, the compute pipeline requires no additional information,
which means that we can create it along with the pipeline layout. We
additionally use Vulkan’s specialization constants to specify the num-
ber of textures that will be used. However, it is important to note
that both the pipeline and pipeline layout need to be recreated if the
number of textures changes.
7. With the reflected shader data, we can also initialize the descriptor
sets. Descriptor sets are used to bind the resources such as buffers
and images to the pipeline. In our pipeline, we use storage image for
the accumulation buffer, uniform buffer for the camera information,
combined image samplers for the textures and storage buffers for the
material data, geometry and BVH structures. Since we only use these
descriptors in a single pipeline, we composite all of them in the same
descriptor set that is allocated from the descriptor pool provided by
the logical device.
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Transferring data to GPU
After finishing the initialization, the renderer is now prepared to initialize a
scene. This is done in a similar manner as in the CPU renderer. First, we
load the scene from the hard drive into our scene graph, and then we build the
BVH structures in the same way as we did in the CPU renderer. However,
in this implementation, we also need to upload the geometry, material data,
and BVH structures to the GPU. But before we can upload the data to the
GPU, we first need to organize the data in the GPU supported layout defined
by std140 [48].
To address this issue, we introduce the GPU scene converter. The job of
the scene converter is to convert the scene data to the appropriate format and
upload it to the GPU. It does that by first traversing the scene and copying
the material data and the geometry to a contiguous block of memory. As for
the BVH structures, they are already built into contiguous blocks of memory
and can be directly uploaded to the GPU without additional conversion step.
The only thing that remains is to upload the data to the GPU. For the
integrated GPUs, this step is straight forward. We only need to copy the data
to the memory that is visible to both GPU and CPU and bind the buffers to
the descriptors. With the discrete GPU, however, we need to copy the data
to the GPU’s local memory which is not visible to the CPU. In Vulkan, we
can do this by first copying the data to an intermediate staging buffer that
is visible to both CPU and GPU and then telling the GPU to copy the data
from the staging buffer to a buffer in its local memory.
Rendering
With the scene data ready in the GPU’s memory, we now need to record the
rendering commands in the command buffer. Because we only have a single
compute pipeline and we do not switch between different descriptor sets,
we can only record the commands once and then keep submitting the same
command buffer. Here it is important to note, that the compute shader that
we use implements identical path tracing as the CPU renderer, described in
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section 3.2.2.
After having recorded the command buffer, we can start rendering. With
each drawing iteration we update the camera and sample count (used by
integration to compute average radiance). We do this by simply writing to
a buffer backing the uniform buffer descriptor with the camera and sample
count data. With the data updated, we submit the recorded command buffer
and wait for the GPU to finish and optionally download the rendered image
from the GPU.
3.2.4 RTX renderer
The last renderer is the RTX renderer. As previous renderers, this one is also
based on the implementation presented in [9] and features similar upgrades
as the GPU implementation. However, unlike the GPU renderer, the RTX
renderer uses Nvidia’s ray tracing pipeline that is provided in Vulkan by
the VK NV ray tracing extension1, which is part of Nvidia’s RTX platform.
Using the Nividia’s RTX platform provides several significant advantages:
• It provides highly optimized and thus fast BVH construction on the
GPU.
• Ray tracing shaders provide a convenient environment that significantly
simplifies path tracing implementations.
• And most importantly it provides hardware-accelerated ray intersection
testing on Nvidia’s Turing GPUs2. This speeds up implementation in
two ways. First, it speeds up the intersection testing, and second,
it frees the GPU’s streaming multiprocessors, which can meanwhile
compute other things such as shading.
1https://www.khronos.org/registry/vulkan/specs/1.1-extensions/man/html/
VK NV ray tracing.html
2https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/geforce/turing/
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Initialization of rendering context
Initialization of the rendering context is almost identical to the initializa-
tion of the GPU renderer’s rendering context, with the exception being the
pipeline initialization. In the RTX renderer, we create the pipeline using
RTX ray generation, miss and closest hit shaders. There are two more op-
tional shaders: intersection and any hit shaders; however, we do not use
them, because they are not necessary when dealing with mesh geometry.
With the shaders loaded, the generation of the pipeline is straightforward.
First, we perform shader reflection and generate the pipeline layout the same
way as it is done in the GPU renderer. Then we generate the pipeline, where
we connect the shaders to their binding points and specify maximum recur-
sion depth. By specifying maximum recursion depth, we allow the driver to
optimize the pipeline by unwinding the ray tracing recursion.
Additionally, to use RTX pipelines, we also need to create a shader bind-
ing table. The purpose of the shader binding table is to link the geometry
instances to their corresponding hit groups and bind the resources to the
raytracing shader program. In our case, we only use a single hit group, so
we only populate the binding table with handles of our three shaders.
Acceleration structures
Another key difference between the RTX implementation and the previous
two are the acceleration structures. As we have already discussed, the RTX
platform provides its own acceleration structures and the means to build
them. In the RTX implementation, we have implemented a similar scene
converter as in the GPU implementation. The only significant difference is
the way we construct the acceleration structures.
Vulkan’s VK NV ray tracing extension introduces a new object called
acceleration structure. This object is used as a handle that references the
acceleration structure located in the GPU’s local memory. Our abstraction
framework also provides a wrapper for this object that simplifies the configu-
ration of the acceleration structure and automatically allocates the memory
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required by the structure. Using the acceleration structure objects via the
abstraction framework wrappers, we construct an acceleration structure for
every object in the scene. These structures are called bottom-level accel-
eration structures. Similarly, as with our two-level BVH implementation,
Nvidia’s implementation also generates two-level acceleration structures, as
shown in figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: RTX two level acceleration structure. Source: Nvidia3.
With the bottom-level accelerations structures built, the only thing left to
do is to construct the top-level acceleration structure. In our implementation,
we do not support instancing, which means that each object maps to a single
instance in the top-level acceleration structure. To construct the top-level
acceleration structure, we need to provide a reference to the bottom-level
acceleration structure for every object, along with the transformation matrix
and instance identifier that is used to reference correct object’s material in
the shaders.
3https://developer.nvidia.com/rtx/raytracing/dxr/DX12-Raytracing-tutorial-Part-1
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Rendering
With acceleration structures built and the scene data uploaded to the GPU,
we can commence with the rendering. We start the rendering in a similar
manner as with the GPU renderer. The only significant difference is that
instead of the compute pipeline, we bind the Nvidia’s ray tracing pipeline
along with the shader binding table.
Figure 3.6: Execution diagram of the path tracing implemented with RTX
shaders.
The path tracing implemented in the ray tracing shaders is also iden-
tical to the CPU and the GPU implementation described in section 3.2.2,
although somewhat differently segmented, as shown in figure 3.6. Ray gener-
ation shader is responsible for the ray generation, startup of the path tracing
(by invoking the traceNV builtin function that performs intersection test-
ing) and after the path tracing finishes, storing the accumulated radiance to
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the accumulation buffer. Miss shader simply terminates the path tracing.
And finally, there is the closest hit shader that does the material lookup, de-
termines the interaction type, samples BSDF and executes Russian roulette,
potentially continuing the path tracing by invoking traceNV builtin function.
With the command buffer recorded, we can then start with the rendering,
computing one sample per pixel each iteration and optionally downloading
the rendered image from the GPU.
3.2.5 Bidirectional scattering distribution functions
Having presented the renderers, we can now move onto our BSDF models.
For the purposes of this work, we have implemented two BSDF models.
For our first BSDF, the basic one, we use the Lambertian reflectance
model in combination with the specular reflectance and transmission model,
all of which were presented in section 2.2.4. With the models at hand, we
still need to define which to sample based on the material properties. The
two properties of the material that determine which model will be used are
the metallic factor m and transmission factor t. Using these two properties,
we define the model sampling probabilities as:
pspecular = m
ptransmission = (1.0−m) · t
plambertian = (1.0−m) · (1− t)
(3.1)
Using our first BSDF, we can already produce very realistic looking im-
ages of smooth surfaces. However, we are not capable of realistically mod-
elling rough surfaces. This issue is addressed by our second BSDF that is
based on the microfacet theory.
Multiple-scattering microfacet BSDF
Microfacet BSDFs model rough surfaces by assuming that the surface has
small detail – facets, which are modeled using some distribution that is based
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on the roughness of the material. We have roughly covered this topic in
section 2.2.4.
In the scope of our work, we have implemented a multiple-scattering mi-
crofacet BSDF based on the paper from Heitz [14], which itself is based on
the Smith model presented in [49]. This model aims to address the limita-
tion of single-scatter microfacet BSDFs, which is that it does not preserve
energy. This is especially noticeable at high roughness, as can be observed
in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Comparison between single (top) and multiple (bottom) scat-
tering renders of rough dielectric microsurfaces. Source: Heitz4.
Many single-scattering models, like Disney’s model presented in [50], com-
pensate the energy loss with an additional term, such as sheen. However, in
our implementation we have decided to simulate multiple-scattering in order
to achieve physically correct scattering.
In our implementation, we have adopted Heitz’s volumetric models for
4https://eheitzresearch.wordpress.com/240-2/
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diffuse, conductive, and dielectric materials. Before we can discuss their
implementation, we must first introduce the normal and height distribution.
Note that the main assumption of the Smith model is that these distributions
are independent (heights and normals are uncorrelated). For the normal dis-
tribution, we have adopted implementation presented in [51], that provides
a follow up on paper [52] and introduces an efficient and exact sampling
routine for the visible distribution of normals of the GGX microfacet distri-
bution. And for the heights, we use height distribution presented in [53] and
expanded in [54].
Phase functions
With the visible distribution of normals at hand, we can now define phase
functions for dielectric, conductor, and diffuse materials:
• Dielectric phase function:
pdiel(ωi, ωo) =
F (ωi, ωhr) Dwi(ωhr)
4 |ωi · ωhr |
+ 〈ωo, ωm〉
η2o (1− F (ωi, ωht)) Dωi(ωht)
(ηi(ωi · ωh) + ηo(ωo · ωh))2
(3.2)
To importance sample pdiel, we sample a normal ωm from the distribu-
tion of visible normals Dωi , then we perform either a specular reflection
or refraction (where the surface’s IOR is denoted with ηi and the ex-
ternal medium’s IOR with ηo) with a probability equal to the Fresnel
term F . The weight of the sample for dielectrics is w = 1.
• Conductor phase function:
pcond(ωi, ωo) =
F (ωi, ωhr) Dwi(ωhr)
4 |ωi · ωhr |
(3.3)
We can immediately observe that the conductor materials are handled
in a similar manner as dielectrics but without transmission. To impor-
tance sample pcond, we sample a normal ωm from Dωi and apply the
reflection operator. Here, the weight of the sample is w = F (ωi, ωm).
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• Diffuse phase function:
pdiff(ωm, ωi, ωo) =
a
π
∫
Ω
〈ωo, ωm〉 Dωi(ωm) dωm (3.4)
This phase function has no closed-form evaluation. However, we can
obtain an unbiased estimator by sampling a normal ωm from Dωi and
evaluating a
π
〈ωo, ωm〉 as proposed by Heitz in [55]. To importance sam-
ple the estimator fdiff , we again sample a normal ωm from Dωi and
then a diffusely reflected direction ωo in the hemisphere of ωm. The
weight of the sample is equal to the albedo value w = a.
Sampling BSDF
With the phase functions defined for all of the models, we can move onto
the sampling of the BSDF. In order to sample the BSDF, we must perform
random walks on the microsurface. During the random walk, the algorithm
tracks the following variables for each intersection point:
• Height of the intersection point h, initially set to 0.
• Direction of the ray before the intersection ωr, initially set to the inci-
dent direction ω0 = −ωi.
• And the energy throughput of the ray er, initially set to 1.
With the variables defined and initialized, the random walk is performed
until the ray leaves the surface. Each iteration of the random walk consists
of the following steps:
• Height update: we sample the ∆h from the height distribution and
apply it to the current height h = h+ ∆h.
• Leaving the microsurface: if the ray leaves the microsurface (h > 0)
the loop is terminated.
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• Sample direction: we determine the next ray direction ωr+1 by sam-
pling the phase function.
• Update throughput: finally, we update the throughput of the light
path by multiplying it with the weight wωr+1 associated with the sam-
pled ray.
An additional thing to note here is that the random walk assumes that
the scattering always occurs above the surface. However, when we are dealing
with dielectrics, the ray can be transmitted through the surface. When this
occurs, we flip the configuration and start updating the height by subtracting
the delta height h = h−∆h.
Finally, the only thing left to do is to define how to chose which BSDFs
to sample based on the material properties. This is done in a similar manner
as with our basic BSDF, only that here, instead of Lambertian and specular
BSDFs, we use the microfacet ones: dielectric, conductor and diffuse BSDF.
We, again, use metallic factorm and transmission factor t to determine BSDF
sampling probabilities as:
pconductor = m
pdielectric = (1.0−m) · t
pdiffuse = (1.0−m) · (1− t)
(3.5)
This concludes the definition of our path tracing implementation. We
now have everything that we need to produce photorealistic images.
3.3 Remote rendering
As a final part of our work, we have implemented a remote rendering system.
The idea behind it is to expose path tracing rendering to slower devices,
such as phones, tablets, or laptops, that do not have the compute power to
perform the rendering by themselves.
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The remote rendering system roughly consists of three parts: NodeJS
server, web client, and remote renderer. The NodeJS server’s only task is to
provide an HTTP server that serves the web page to the client. After the web
page is loaded, all the following communication between the web client and
the remote renderer is done via WebSockets [15], as shown in diagram 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Diagram showing the communication paths between clients and
the server.
Rendering starts when the client connects to the remote renderer via the
WebSocket and transmits the desired rendering resolution. After receiving
the desired rendering resolution, the remote renderer initializes the rendering
context associated with this client and starts rendering. When the rendering
is in progress, the web client may move the camera using the keyboard and
mouse. This is implemented by transmitting the keyboard and mouse input
to the renderer, which then uses the input and transforms the camera. Ad-
ditionally, at any time, the client may transmit a new rendering resolution
to the renderer.
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With the connection active and rendering in progress, the web client can
now receive images from the renderer. In our implementation, we have de-
cided to implement a request based image transfer, which means that in order
to receive the current image from the server, the client must first request it.
This both prevents bandwidth oversaturation and reduces the performance
impact on the renderer because we do not need to download the image from
the GPU every rendering iteration.
Image transmission and compression
For image transmission, we have implemented two approaches: full image
transmission and image difference transmission that sends only the difference
between the consecutive images. With full-image transmission, we transmit
a full 8-bit RGB image over the network. However, with this approach, we
tend to achieve only a meager compression ratio. To improve this, we have
implemented image difference transmission, which sends a difference between
the last transmitted image and the current one. Here we also have an 8-bit
RGB image, which contains the absolute differences for each pixel. However,
because the difference is absolute, we need an additional 3 bits per pixel to
account for the difference sign. It may seem counter-intuitive, because we
need to send more data when sending differences, however, because most of
the differences are very small, we can achieve a much better compression
ratio.
In our implementation, image transmission consists of roughly five steps:
1. Image download: in this step, we first copy the image from the
GPU’s local memory to the memory visible by both GPU and CPU.
Here, based on the implementation, we either store the image as is
to the transmission buffer or compute the differences and store the
differences.
2. Image compression: for the image compression we either use the
ZLib [16] or the LZ4 library [17].
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3. Network transmission: here we transmit the compressed image data
to the web client. On the remote renderer side, we have decided to
use the uWebSockets [56] library, which at the time of the writing is
considered as the fastest WebSocket implementation. And on the web
client side, we use the standard WebSocket implementation, which is
supported in most web browsers.
4. Image decompression: for the decompression of the image com-
pressed with ZLib, we use the standard decompression that is integrated
into the browser WebSocket implementation, and for LZ4 we use the
Javascript version of the same library that we use for compression.
5. Image presentation: this step again varies based on the implemen-
tation. If we use full image transmission, we can directly present the
image. However, with the difference transmission, we first need to ap-
ply differences to the previous image and then present it. For the image
presentation, we use a simple WebGL renderer, which draws the given
image on the canvas.
The first two steps involve only the remote rendering system, network
transmission involves both the remote rendering system and web client, and
the last two steps involve only the web client.
Chapter 4
Analysis
In this chapter, we first compare our basic and microfacet BSDF implemen-
tations for different configurations of materials. For the microfacet BSDF,
we additionally present the effect of the roughness parameter on the scat-
tering of light. Then we evaluate the performance of our CPU, GPU and
RTX renderer implementations on two different scenes for both basic and
microfacet BSDF. And finally, we analyze the performance of the remote
rendering implementation with both full image transmission and image dif-
ference transmission.
4.1 BSDF comparison
In this section, we visually analyze our basic and microfacet BSDF implemen-
tations. First, we start by comparing the BSDFs and BRDFs that make up
our full BSDF models. We compare the microfacet dielectric BSDF with the
basic specular BSDF, the microfacet conductor BRDF with the basic specu-
lar BRDF and the microfacet diffuse BRDF with the basic diffuse BRDF. For
each comparison, we present two renders, one with the basic and one with the
microfacet model along with the image that displays the absolute difference
between the color channels of the two rendered images. With the micro-
facet BSDF, we additionally present the effect of roughness on the dielectric
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BSDF, conductor BRDF, and diffuse BRDF. And finally, we present several
renders of complex scenes, rendered with both basic and microfacet BSDF.
For the evaluation, we use the scenes from the [57] repository converted to
glTF format.
For the comparison between the basic specular BSDF and the microfacet
dielectric BSDF, we rendered a bluish material test ball, with IOR set to
1.45. The roughness for the microfacet BSDF is set to a minimum value of
0.001. From the renders shown in figure 4.1, we can observe that both BSDFs
produce very similar results, with microfacet BSDF producing slightly softer
shadows. Note that the specular BSDF render is slightly darker, but that is
due to the diffuse BRDF used for the ground and the base.
Figure 4.1: Material test ball model rendered with the basic specular BSDF
(top left) and the microfacet dielectric BSDF (top right), along with the
difference between the images (bottom).
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Next, we compare the effect of roughness value on the microfacet dielectric
BSDF. We use the same model as for the comparison between basic specular
and microfacet BSDF. Renders for four different roughness values 0.1, 0.2,
0.5 and 1.0 are shown in figure 4.2. We can clearly observe how increasing
the roughness impacts the light scattering as the light is both reflected and
refracted at a much wider range of angles making the material increasingly
harder to see through.
Figure 4.2: Material test ball model rendered with the microfacet dielectric
BSDF with roughness set to 0.1 (top left), 0.2 (top right), 0.5 (bottom left)
and 1.0 (bottom right).
To compare the basic specular BRDF and the microfacet conductor
BRDF, we rendered a silver material test ball. Again the roughness for
the microfacet BRDF is set to a minimum value of 0.001. Similarly as with
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the basic specular BSDF and dielectric BSDF, we can observe that renders
shown in figure 4.3 are nearly identical. However, if we look closely, we can
see that the shadows of the microfacet model are slightly softer, due to the
material not being perfectly smooth.
Figure 4.3: Material test ball model rendered with the basic specular BRDF
(top left) and the microfacet conductor BRDF (top right), along with the
difference between the images (bottom).
In figure 4.4, we present the renders of a silver material test ball rendered
using the microfacet conductor BRDF at different roughness values. Again,
we can observe how increasing the roughness affects the light scattering, as
the light is reflected at an increasingly wider range of angles. Using roughness
between 0.1 and 0.5 can produce a realistic brushed metal look.
Finally, we compare the basic diffuse BRDF and microfacet diffuse BRDF.
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Figure 4.4: Material test ball model rendered with the microfacet conductor
BRDF with roughness set to 0.1 (top left), 0.2 (top right), 0.5 (bottom left)
and 1.0 (bottom right).
We tested both models using an orange material test ball, with roughness
for the microfacet BRDF set to a minimum value of 0.001. For the renders
shown in figure 4.5, we can observe that the render produced using the ba-
sic diffuse BRDF appears significantly darker than the one produced with
the microfacet BRDF. This is because the microfacet BRDF models smooth
diffuse surfaces differently, scattering light in a narrower range of angles.
Again, like with previous models, we compare the effect of roughness on
the scattering. From the renders presented in figure 4.6, we can observe that
by increasing the roughness, the light scatters in a wider range of angles
making the material appear darker.
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Figure 4.5: Material test ball model rendered with the basic diffuse BRDF
(top left) and the microfacet diffuse BRDF (top right), along with the dif-
ference between the images (bottom).
To conclude our BSDF evaluation we present additional four compar-
isons between the basic BSDF and the microfacet BSDF using more complex
scenes. The renders are presented in figures: 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10.
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Figure 4.6: Material test ball model rendered with the microfacet diffuse
BRDF with roughness set to 0.1 (top left), 0.2 (top right), 0.5 (bottom left)
and 1.0 (bottom right).
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Figure 4.7: Cornell box scene with color, metallic and roughness textures,
rendered with the basic BSDF (top) and the microfacet BSDF (bottom).
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Figure 4.8: Model of the Sponza palace atrium with color, metallic and
roughness textures, rendered with the basic BSDF (top) and the microfacet
BSDF (bottom).
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Figure 4.9: Room scene rendered with the basic BSDF (top) and the mi-
crofacet BSDF (bottom).
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Figure 4.10: Disney test scene replica rendered with the basic BSDF (top)
and the microfacet BSDF (bottom).
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4.2 Renderers performance evaluation
In the scope of the performance evaluation of our CPU, GPU and RTX
renderer implementations, we analyze the performance of the acceleration
structure construction and performance of the path tracing, using both basic
BSDF and microfacet BSDF. We performed the tests on two scenes pre-
sented in the previous section: the textured Cornell box scene 4.7 and the
Sponza scene 4.8. For all of the performance tests, we used a system with
the following specifications:
• CPU: 2 × Intel Xeon E5-2620 (Base clock - 2.0 GHz, Turbo - 2.5 GHz)
• RAM: 32 GB
• GPU: Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti
First, we tested the rendering performance while rendering the textured
Cornell box scene at resolution 1920 × 1080. The results are presented in
table 4.1. We can observe that the GPU renderer performs 887.1-times
faster with the basic BSDF and 871.1-times faster with the microfacet BSDF
than the CPU implementation. Note that the CPU implementation uses 24
threads fully utilizing all of the CPU cores. Such speed up was expected
because the path tracing is a highly parallel task, which scales well on many-
core architectures. Next, we have the RTX renderer that performs 4.7-times
faster with the basic BSDF and 4.45-times faster with the microfacet BSDF
than the GPU implementation. These are both significant speed-ups that
we can account to RTX’s hardware implementation of ray-scene intersection
testing.
From the results, we can also observe that the microfacet BSDF performs
worse than the basic BSDF. With CPU, GPU and RTX implementations
being 1.17-times, 1.19-times, and 1.26-times slower respectively. This is due
to the microfacet BSDF being more expensive to sample since we need to
perform random surface height walks at each intersection.
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Basic BSDF Microfacet BSDF
Measurements Average Measurements Average
CPU 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.053
GPU 55 55 55 55 46.5 46 46 46.17
RTX 261 260 255 258.67 206 205 206 205.67
Table 4.1: Results of the path tracing performance evaluation of CPU,
GPU, and RTX renderers, while rendering the textured Cornell box scene.
Unit of measurement is number of samples per pixel per second.
Next, we tested the rendering performance while rendering the Sponza
scene, again at resolution 1920×1080. The results are presented in table 4.2.
With the Sponza scene, the GPU renderer performs 466.7-times faster with
the basic BSDF and 466.3-times faster with the microfacet BSDF than the
CPU implementation. Less significant speedup than with the textured Cor-
nell box scene can be accounted to the larger scene, which is partitioned in
larger BVHs, and longer average ray path lengths. This favors the GPUs less,
because of the smaller core cache sizes, which leads to more cache misses.
The RTX renderer performs 7.74-times faster with the basic BSDF and 8.01-
times faster with the microfacet BSDF than the GPU implementation. Here
the speed up is more significant than with the textured Cornell box scene.
This is mostly because RTX’s hardware implementation of ray-scene inter-
section testing also reduces the cache misses as the intersection is not done
using regular compute cores, but rather specialized ray tracing cores.
Unlike with the textured Cornell box scene, we can observe that the
microfacet BSDF performs better than the basic BSDF. With CPU, GPU
and RTX implementations being 1.06-times, 1.05-times, and 1.09-times faster
respectively. This is because the basic BSDF does not consider roughness,
which makes all surfaces more reflective, and consequently, the average ray
path is longer.
As the last part of our renderer performance evaluation, we have mea-
sured the build time of acceleration structures. Note that we use the same
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Basic BSDF Microfacet BSDF
Measurements Average Measurements Average
CPU 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019
GPU 8.4 8.39 8.40 8.40 8.88 8.83 8.87 8.86
RTX 65.2 65.1 64.8 65.03 71 71.1 70.9 71.00
Table 4.2: Results of the path tracing performance evaluation of CPU,
GPU, and RTX renderers, while rendering the Sponza scene. Unit of mea-
surement is number of samples per pixel per second.
Textured Cornell box scene
Measurements Average
CPU and GPU 35.76 35.57 35.66 35.66
RTX 0.0129 0.013 0.0179 0.0146
Sponza scene
Measurements Average
CPU and GPU 126.95 127.82 127.69 127.49
RTX 0.0893 0.0972 0.1001 0.0955
Table 4.3: Results of the acceleration structure build performance evalua-
tion of our implementations measured in seconds.
implementation for both the CPU and the GPU renderer. The results are
presented in table 4.3. We can observe significant speed-ups with the RTX
implementation. It is 2442-times faster with the textured Cornell box scene
and 1335-times faster with the Sponza scene. However, it is important to
note that our CPU and GPU implementations are not parallel and utilize
only a single core to build the acceleration structures. The results are as
expected because RTX uses highly parallel implementation and utilizes the
GPU to build the acceleration structures.
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4.3 Remote rendering evaluation
For the final part of the analysis, we evaluated the performance of the remote
rendering. We conducted a series of tests. First, we measured the time it
takes for the client to receive and present an image after sending an image
request. Then we measured the performance of each step of our remote
rendering implementation. And finally, we analyzed the performance of the
ZLIB and LZ4 lossless compression.
The evaluation of performance was conducted using two computers con-
nected via the local wireless network. Specifications of the remote rendering
desktop computer are the following:
• CPU: Intel i7-6700K (Base clock - 4.0 GHz, Turbo - 4.2 GHz)
• RAM: 16 GB
• GPU: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
And the specifications of the client laptop computer are the following:
• CPU: i7-7700HQ (Base clock - 2.8 GHz, Turbo - 3.8)
• RAM: 16 GB
• GPU: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050
In the first test, we measure the transmission performance when sending
full images, using different compression approaches: uncompressed, ZLIB
compression and LZ4 compression, for three commonly used image resolu-
tions: 1920 × 1080, 1280 × 720 and 800 × 600. We measured the time it
takes to present the remotely rendered image on the client’s screen, starting
with the client’s request for an image. Transmission performance is measured
using the first 2000 images that were produced while rendering the textured
Cornell box 4.7. The results are presented as the average time in seconds
along with the standard deviation in table 4.4.
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1920× 1080 1280× 720 800× 600
Uncompressed 0.24± 0.05 0.11± 0.02 0.06± 0.01
ZLIB 0.44± 0.02 0.20± 0.01 0.113± 0.007
LZ4 0.24± 0.03 0.11± 0.2 0.06± 0.01
Table 4.4: Average time (seconds) between the image request and image
presentation on the screen when transferring full images.
We can observe that the transmission of uncompressed images and im-
ages compressed with LZ4 performs on par, while the transmission using the
ZLIB compression being almost two times slower. We can account this to
the expensive ZLIB compression and decompression that take a significant
amount of time.
Next, we tested the transmission performance when sending image differ-
ences. For this evaluation we used the same testing approach as in the first
test. The results are presented as an average time in seconds along with the
standard deviation in table 4.5.
1920× 1080 1280× 720 800× 600
Uncompressed 0.3± 0.02 0.14± 0.01 0.09± 0.01
ZLIB 0.42± 0.04 0.19± 0.02 0.11± 0.014
LZ4 0.22± 0.04 0.11± 0.2 0.06± 0.01
Table 4.5: Average time (seconds) between the image request and image
presentation on the screen when transferring image differences.
Here the uncompressed transmission performs a bit slower because we
need to transfer more data when using differences, that is 27 bits per pixel
as opposed to 24 bits per pixel with full image transmission. We also need
additional time to compute the differences on the server side and apply the
differences on the client side. The transmission approaches with compression
both perform better with differences than with full images. This is expected
as most pixels of the difference images assume very low values, which leads
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to higher compression ratios. The performance of the difference transmission
with ZLIB compression is still worse than the performance when transmitting
uncompressed full images, and the performance of the LZ4 transmission is
only slightly better. This is mostly because the tests were conducted on a
high bandwidth network. The transmission on a lower bandwidth network
would favor the transmissions with compression because less data needs to
be transmitted.
Next, we performed a detailed analysis of the transmission. We measured
the average time required to download the rendered image from the GPU
(server), the time to upload the image to the GPU (client), the time it takes to
compress the data using the ZLIB and LZ4 compression (server), the time it
takes to decompress the image using LZ4 (client), the time to compute image
differences and the time it takes to apply the differences (client). Note that we
do not include the ZLIB decompression time because due to the integration
of the ZLIB decompression into the browser’s WebSocket implementation,
we were not able to access and measure it. The measurements are presented
as an average time in seconds along with the standard deviation in table 4.6.
1920× 1080 1280× 720 800× 600
GPU download 0.0069± 0.0005 0.0034± 0.0002 0.0018± 0.0001
GPU upload 0.008± 0.002 0.007± 0.001 0.005± 0.001
ZLIB compression 0.13± 0.01 0.057± 0.008 0.031± 0.004
LZ4 compression 0.009± 0.003 0.003± 0.001 0.001± 0.0003
LZ4 decompression 0.026± 0.006 0.012± 0.003 0.007± 0.001
Diff computation 0.021± 0.001 0.009± 0.001 0.005± 0.001
Diff application 0.05± 0.01 0.022± 0.007 0.01± 0.002
Table 4.6: Average execution time (seconds) of different steps that occur
during the transmission.
As expected, both GPU download and GPU upload are relatively cheap to
perform. From the compression times, we can observe that ZLIB compression
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is significantly slower than the LZ4 compression. This also explains longer
transmission times when using ZLIB compression. And finally, we have the
difference computation and application. Note that both are performed on the
CPU. These two steps also take a considerable amount of time and hinder
the performance of the difference transmission. However, it is possible to
speed up these tasks by using the GPU, but we deferred this to future work.
Last, we evaluated both compression approaches. In table 4.7, we present
the average packet sizes with and without compression for both full image
transmission and difference transmission. To acquire the results, we again
used the first 2000 images that were produced while rendering the textured
Cornell box. We can observe that ZLIB provides significantly better com-
pression, however at the cost of long compression time. With LZ4, on the
other hand, we have mixed results. For the full images, it actually produced
larger packets than the baseline approach without compression, but with
differences, however, it provided a good compression ratio with very short
compression time.
Full images Differences
Uncompressed 5.9 MB 6.7 MB
ZLIB 4.5± 0.2 MB 1.9± 0.8 MB
LZ4 6.0± 0.1 MB 3.3± 0.9 MB
Table 4.7: Average packet size with and without compression when trans-
mitting images of resolution 1920× 1080.
Another thing that is important to consider is how the number of path
tracing samples used to produce the transmitted image affects the compres-
sion. We evaluated this by measuring the packet sizes of the first 2000 images
that were produced while rendering the textured Cornell box. The results
for full images are presented in plot 4.11 and for the differences in plot 4.12.
As expected, we observe a better compression ratio with the increased sam-
ple counts for both compression methods, with differences being compressed
significantly better.
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Figure 4.11: Compressed packet size relative to samples per pixel, with full
images.
Figure 4.12: Compressed packet size relative to samples per pixel, with
image differences.
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Based on the presented results, we conclude that of all the reviewed ap-
proaches, image difference transmission in combination with the LZ4 com-
pression is the most suitable for remote rendering. It provides the same or
better performance than full uncompressed image transmission, while signifi-
cantly reducing the required bandwidth. Further, by improving the difference
computation and application performance, we could further boost its perfor-
mance.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In the scope of this work, we have designed and created a Vulkan abstrac-
tion library that significantly eases and speeds up the development of Vulkan
applications. It provides many great features, such as automatic handling of
dynamic dispatching, safety mechanisms that enforce correct usage, shader
reflection, integrated memory allocator, and many more. Next, we upgraded
the CPU, GPU, and RTX path tracing renderers introduced in [9], where the
latter two use the Vulkan abstraction framework presented in our work. For
all of our renderers, we have implemented two BSDFs, a basic one that em-
ploys the Lambertian BRDF along with the specular BSDF, and a multiple-
scattering microfacet model that can model light scattering on a micro-level.
As a final part of our work, we have added support for remote rendering to
our GPU and RTX path tracing renderers. Implemented remote rendering
supports two transmission modes, one that works by transmitting full im-
ages and one that transmits only the differences between consecutive frames.
For both transmission modes, we have added support for ZLIB and LZ4
compression.
We evaluated our work, starting with the BSDF analysis. Here we com-
pared our basic model with the more advanced multiple-scattering micro-
facet model. For the microfacet model, we also demonstrated the effect of
roughness on different types of surfaces: dielectric, conductor, and diffuse.
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We then continued with the performance evaluation of our three path trac-
ing renderer implementations, where we presented speed-ups offered by the
GPU and RTX implementations. Finally, we assessed the performance of
our remote rendering implementation by evaluating both transmission ap-
proaches along with ZLIB and LZ4 lossless compression methods. We have
determined that the difference transmission along with the LZ4 compression
provides the best performance for our remote rendering use case.
There remain many possibilities to improve on our work. The Vulkan
abstraction framework could be expanded further by providing out of the
box implementations for many common use cases, such as pipeline layout
creation, transferring resources to the GPU’s local memory, and updating
descriptors. Our path tracing implementations could be improved further
by adding support for bidirectional path tracing or some of the more ad-
vanced methods such as the Metropolis light transport [58], which would
significantly improve convergence rate in low light conditions or scenes with
many caustic effects. Finally, the remote rendering could be improved by
implementing consecutive image difference computation on the GPU, which
would boost the performance significantly. Further, we could add support
for lossy compression algorithms, which would provide significantly better
compression ratio at the cost of some accuracy.
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